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1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

Madison County Board of Adjustment Quasi-judicial Public

3

Hearing,

4
5

May 8, 2019,
(WHEREUPON, due to the room acoustics and the

6

layout of the courtroom, the following

7

testimony may contain unclear or

8

unintelligible speech that was transcribed as

9

inaudible)

10

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Good evening.

This is the

11

continuation of our regular Madison County

12

Board of Adjustment meeting.

13

quasi-judicial hearing.

14

the Chair of the Board of Adjustment.

15

board members are Darlyne Rhinehart, Mike

16

Tuziw, Ernest Ramsey and Robert Briggs. We

17

have two additional members that recused

18

themselves in this process, that is Rick

19

Molland and Sherrie Frisbee.

20

and zoning officer is Jeff Hyder and our

21

bailiff will be up, the deputy will be up in

22

just a few minutes.

23

This is a

I'm Karen Kiehna,
Our

Our secretary

This is much like a court proceeding

24

with the Board of Adjustments serving in the

25

role of a judge.

Respect this hearing as if
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you were in court.

2

outbursts, any gesturing.

3

quietly in your seat.

4

be a long evening; it has been for several

5

evenings.

6

somewhere around eight o'clock; I can't say

7

an exact time because it depends on when we

8

can work a break into the hearing.

9

point, if circumstances do require, the

10

Please stay

I know it's going to

There will a convenience break

At this

bailiff will bring the hearing into order.

11
12

There cannot be any

We will proceed with the hearing and Mr.
Gulden?

13

MR. GULDEN:

I think the witnesses are with me.

14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

That's what I was going to say,

15

the witnesses are with you at this point, is

16

that correct?

17
18
19

MR. GULDEN:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

We would

call George Schewe to the stand, please.
MR. SNEED:

Before we get to that, Madam Chair, I

20

just -- for the record, I would like to move

21

to strike Mr. Bruggeman's study and testimony

22

under Rule 702 of the Rules of Evidence

23

because it's not based on sufficient facts

24

and it's not a product of reliable

25

principles.

Because what he did was compare
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the location around that asphalt plant, all

2

the asphalt plants with the entire zip code

3

and that doesn't give you any idea of

4

anything other than this area the values are

5

not as high as they are other places.

6

doesn't compare to another typical

7

neighborhood that's the same kind of houses,

8

that's the same size of houses that doesn't

9

have an asphalt plant, so it's not reliable

10

and it doesn't tell you anything other than

11

the values in this area around the asphalt

12

plant are lower than they are in the rest of

13

the zip code.

14

there than it is in the rest -- the whole zip

15

code.

16

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

It

On the median, it's lower

Now, let's -- we're speaking

17

specifically about the town of Marshall zip

18

code?

19

MR. SNEED:

No, he put his study and he compared

20

the one, the property around the asphalt

21

plants in several locations and in each case

22

he compared it against the entire zip code.

23

So right now, he compared the mile around the

24

asphalt plant with the entire 28711 zip code

25

and all that tells you is that well, you got
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the place where values are not as high as

2

they are elsewhere.

3

whether a typical neighbor -- a neighborhood

4

of the same kind of houses somewhere else

5

without an asphalt plant would be compared.

6

And he doesn't do that so it's just --

7

there's not enough data.

8

another neighborhood, taken a mile around it

9

and established that the houses were similar

It doesn't tell you

If he'd gone to

10

size and age as the one we have here and it

11

was a similar amenities and then looked at

12

the median values and compared it with that

13

neighborhood with the asphalt plant, it would

14

tell you whether or not the asphalt plant had

15

any effect on values.

16

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

But he didn't do that.

So are you stating that the zip

17

code isn't a consistent boundary around an

18

asphalt -- I'm trying to understand what

19

you're --

20

MR. SNEED:

The problem with the zip code is,

21

let's take away -- you got all these million

22

dollar houses up on the mountain, all these

23

golf course communities that are added into

24

it and it's compared an apple, a neighborhood

25

around an older neighborhood of smaller
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houses around the asphalt plant with the

2

entire zip code which includes all these

3

expensive houses around golf courses.

4

mean, that doesn't tell you anything other

5

than property values in this one-mile area

6

are less than the median in the entire zip

7

code.

8

MR. TUZIW:

9
10

I

It doesn't tell you why.
It also includes one bedroom and

single-family homes too.

That's why it's

called an average.

11

MR. SNEED:

But it's not --

12

MR. TUZIW:

It's got -- it's got the rich houses,

13

it's got the poor houses.

Now, does your

14

witness's study is taking into account all

15

houses are within whatever her ring was.

16

didn't kick out the rich houses, didn't kick

17

out the poor houses --

18

MR. SNEED:

No.

19

MR. TUZIW:

-- it's called median or mean,

20

whichever you want to use for a reason.

21

an average.

22

MR. SNEED:

It

It's

My expert actually looked at the other

23

neighborhoods around an industrial site to

24

see how they compared with the ones around

25

the asphalt plant.
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MR. TUZIW:

We'll be interested in seeing what her

2

results are tonight instead of 20-year-old

3

statistics.

4

MR. SNEED:

She has them.

5

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

The question at hand is you're

6

requesting that his testimony be completely

7

removed?

8

MR. SNEED:

Yes, ma'am, because it's not reliable

9

and he doesn't have the data of other

10

neighborhoods that are similar to the

11

neighborhood around the asphalt plant.

12

he'd done that that would be a valid test but

13

all this tells you is that the median value

14

in this neighborhood is different from the

15

median value in the entire zip code.

16

doesn't tell you why and it doesn't tell you

17

that the asphalt plant caused it.

18

MR. GULDEN:

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

20

MR. GULDEN:

21

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

22

MR. GULDEN:

If

It

Madam -I could --

Go ahead.
Yes, go ahead.

I think Mr. Sneed has inadvertently

23

proven our point.

He just said what it shows

24

is that the home prices within a mile of the

25

asphalt plant are significantly less than
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areas in the surrounding communities that are

2

covered by just a zip code.

3

exactly what we intended it to prove and in

4

order to have testimony by an expert it's

5

scientific, technical or other specialized

6

knowledge will assist the trier of fact, that

7

would be the Board of Adjustment, to

8

understand the evidence or to determine the

9

fact in issue.

That proves

That's what we have, a fact

10

in issue.

The witness qualified as an expert

11

by knowledge, skill, experience, training or

12

education may testify in the form of opinion

13

if the following apply:

14

the product of reliable principles and

15

methods."

"the testimony is

16

He went to great length to talk about

17

his principles and methods that he used to

18

calculate the difference in the one-mile

19

radius around five different asphalt plants

20

as it relates to the entirety of the

21

community over a 15-year period.

22

significantly more in-depth than what the

23

expert that Mr. Sneed offered who only went

24

back over a short period of time and then

25

just did a one-year study over a control
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group.

2

that the trier of fact can give it any weight

3

they want.

4

give it significant weight.

5

was based upon specialized knowledge and the

6

testimony was the product of reliable

7

principles and methods.

8

understood those methods but to him they were

9

significantly reliable and he testified to

10

that.

11

MR. SNEED:

So I would ask that that report --

Can give it no weight, he can
But -- but it

I may not have

Well, I'll just reply to that.

You've

12

got to compare a typical neighborhood that's

13

similar to the neighborhood there that

14

doesn't have an asphalt plant, compare that

15

to a town that has much more expensive homes,

16

that just says, well, the homes in this area

17

are not valuable.

18

doesn't prove that it's the asphalt plant.

19

You'd have to take a similar neighborhood

20

that didn't have an asphalt plant and compare

21

those facts and he didn't do it.

22

the basis of my motion.

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

24

MR. SNEED:

25

MR. GULDEN:

It doesn't tell why, it

And that's

I'm going to overrule.

Okay.
We call George Schewe to the stand.
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MR. SNEED:

I'm sorry, I didn't get the name.

2

MR. GULDEN:

George Schewe.

It's spelled

3

S-c-h-e-w-e, of some Eastern European descent

4

or something.

5

GEORGE SCHEWE, being first duly

6

identified and sworn was examined and testified as follows:

7

D I R E C T

8

Q.

9
10

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

Mr. Schewe, if you can spell your name for Madam Court
Reporter?

A.

11

My name is spelled S like in Sam, c-h-e-w-e, and
pronounced shavee (phonetic).

12

Q.

Mr. Schewe, where do you reside?

13

A.

I reside in Dillsboro, Indiana.

14

Q.

And have you been brought here and your time and hours

15

paid for by a group in opposition to offer the

16

testimony that you're going to offer today?

17

A.

Yes, sir.

18

Q.

Give the Board of Adjustment, give the board a little

19

bit about your background and work experience if you

20

can, starting with your education.

21

A.

Okay.

Sure.

I have a undergraduate degree in physics

22

from Thomas More college in Northern Kentucky and a

23

graduate degree and a master's degree in atmospheric

24

science which you all like to call meteorology but we

25

call it atmospheric science from Colorado State
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University.

2

on from there, sir?

3

Q.

4
5

Those were in 1973 and 1975.

Should I go

If you have any additional certifications or education,
yes.

A.

Oh, okay.

I'm also a certified consulting

6

meteorologist through the American Meteorological

7

Society located up in Boston.

8

group of meteorologists.

9

environmental professional which comes through a group

It's a international

And I also am a qualified

10

called IPEP, located up in Michigan.

11

qualification as a environmental person, not

12

necessarily a meteorologist.

13

Q.

It's a

And to receive each one of those certifications you've

14

got to participate in any kind of testing, additional

15

educational experience or what did you have to do to

16

get those qualifications?

17

A.

Each of them were a little bit different.

The CCM

18

involved a three-month examination at home answering

19

questions about the southern oscillation and all kinds

20

of crazy meteorological stuff.

21

document that demonstrated my background and what I was

22

trying to do and I submitted a 150-page report that I

23

had done for the Department of Interior.

24

climatology of inversions, stable atmospheric

25

conditions and mountainous terrain in Colorado that I

And then submitting a
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did back in about 1986 or '87.

2

examination as well, an oral examination before a board

3

similar to yourselves except they were all

4

meteorologists.

5

had to take an examination that was around all

6

different aspects of air pollution, water pollution,

7

ground pollution, control technologies, different kinds

8

of industrial facilities.

9

Then there was a final

Same with the QED except in the QED I

And then again, after I passed that was -- I took

10

an oral examination before a board they had

11

recommended.

12

required me to do about 30 hours or, I'm sorry, 30

13

points worth of different types of activities going to

14

conferences, teaching courses.

15

our area up in Kentucky where we -- a part of our

16

program called Kentucky Excel and we go out to high

17

schools and colleges and give presentations on

18

different aspects of air quality.

19

those kind of requirements every year so I'll stay

20

certified each time.

21

Q.

Each of those, both the CCM and the QED

We have a group up in

So all those have

Tell them a little bit about your work experience, what

22

have you done since you've graduated with your master's

23

degree in atmospheric science.

24

A.

Well, I looked for a job first.

25

Q.

After you looked for a job and found it, tell the board
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2

a little bit about your work experience.
A.

I worked for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

3

Administration but I was on assignment to the

4

Environmental Protection Agency.

5

a group down in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

6

called the Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards

7

and I worked with that group for about five years.

8

stayed there and pretty much the whole time I was there

9

I was doing dispersion modeling analysis with that

I was associated with

I

10

organization in support of different industry emission

11

standards.

12

it's National Emissions Standards for Hazards, Air

13

Pollutants, so we were looking at all kinds of sources

14

all over the United States while I was with the agency.

15

There's a program called NESHAPS, it's --

Family matters came into play and I moved back to

16

the Greater Cincinnati area where I did environmental

17

consulting since 1980, and now I've semi-retired.

18

Still teaching courses both for a local college,

19

Cincinnati State Technical College as well as my old

20

company.

21

well.

22

Q.

So I'm still teaching courses for them as

And if you can explain to the board based upon your

23

education, training, work experience, what are some of

24

the areas of your technical expertise?

25

A.

Well, as I stated in my CV, dispersion modeling of
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course, risk assessment.

Risk assessment especially

2

when you're looking at the air pathway.

3

pathways to the entirement.

4

expert so I don't know the pathways to the ecological

5

system as well.

6

modeling meaning plume comes out of a smokestack and

7

it's transported and dispersed through the atmosphere.

8

And so the aspect of this that I'm especially, I guess,

9

adept at is computer dispersion models which are,

There's other

I'm not a ecological

So dispersion modeling, dispersion

10

basically, the ones we use are those that are

11

recommended by the U.S. EPA and then confirmed either

12

by a state or if the state likes another program we use

13

those.

14

About the last 15 years, I've been doing quite a

15

bit of litigation work, both defendant and plaintiff

16

side of the thing, and depending on who needed me.

17

Q.

18

And during some of that litigation work, have you given
expert opinion testimony?

19

A.

Always.

20

Q.

And do people rely, including the Department of

21

Interior, did they rely on your opinions and your

22

writings?

23

A.

Well, not the Department of Interior, that was just a

24

documentation I did under contract for them.

25

was not involved in litigation at all, but yes, of
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course, they used me, yeah.

2

weighed in quite significantly in several cases

3

recently.

4

MR. GULDEN:

All right.

And yeah, my opinions have

We would just move to

5

qualify him as an expert in atmospheric

6

science and dispersion modeling.

7

Q.

Did you, Mr. Schewe, as part of your contract for

8

services with my clients, did you have an opportunity

9

to review and read a application for an air quality

10

permit or basically the dispersion modeling completed

11

by TRC?

12

A.

Yes, I did.

13

Q.

And I think it had been marked as Exhibit 10.

14

Do you

have a copy of that in front of you?

15

A.

I do not.

16

Q.

I'm going to hand you what's been previously marked as

17

-- or strike that, as Applicant's Exhibit 10.

18

(WHEREUPON, Applicant's Exhibit Number 10

19

previously marked for identification was

20

passed to the witness for review)

21

Q.

And I'm just going to ask you, is this the -- if you

22

can look at it and identify that as the report you've

23

reviewed.

24

A.

Yes, this is the report I reviewed.

25

Q.

Yeah, flip through the pages.
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A.

2
3

Make sure all the pages are here.

Yes, this is the one

that I reviewed.
Q.

And in your review, based upon your training and

4

experience, did you have some questions or do you have

5

some concerns about what was in this report?

6

A.

Yes, sir.

7

Q.

And based on those concerns, did you create your own

8

report as a review of this TRC?

9

A.

Yes, I did.

10

Q.

And I'm going to hand to you what I'm going to mark as

11

Opposition -- I might be on 5.

12

(WHEREUPON, Opposition Exhibit Number 5 was marked

13

for identification and passed to the witness

14

for review)

15

Q.

I'm going to hand to you what I have marked as

16

Opposition 5.

And if you can look through that and see

17

if that is the report that you prepared as a result of

18

your review of the TRC application.

19

A.

Yes, this is my work.

20

Q.

I'm going to be asking you some specific questions

21

about it, do you need it in front of you?

22

A.

I'll let you know.

23

Q.

Thank you.

Well, I'm going to hand it to the board

24

then.

Mr. Schewe, if you can briefly summarize and

25

then we'll go through your report, briefly summarize
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for the board what some of your concerns were with the

2

TRC dispersion modeling or the report itself?

3

A.

Okay.

And I will do that from memory and having just

4

reviewed it about an hour ago again, so if I miss one

5

or two you may have to prompt me for anything I missed.

6

I went through the whole report.

7

the TRC.

8

analysis to determine what this permit, this proposed

9

asphalt facility might be subject to.

The report includes

And the TRC report included regulatory

That all looked

10

pretty good.

11

about the air dispersion modeling that would be

12

required by the state of North Carolina to fulfill any

13

requirements to demonstrate what kind of air quality

14

impacts there might be from the proposed asphalt

15

facility.

16

And then they specifically in this talked

So some of the issues, one of them that I thought

17

was an issue is probably not too big of a deal is the

18

building downwash.

19

have a structure in the way of a stream -- streamlines

20

of airflow and the building gets in the way.

21

happens?

22

over the building and can create a downwash issue

23

there.

24

very adequately.

25

about the size of the buildings, where they were

Building downwash just means you

So what

It can't go through the building so it goes

And that was addressed in the report just not
It didn't really give any information
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located with regard to the dryer and the silo vent.

2

And so just a little bit of missing information there

3

which I later found when the actual computer input and

4

output files were provided to me and I recreated the

5

whole modeling analysis that TRC did.

6

recreate exactly what they did to see why they got what

7

they got.

8

Q.

9

So I was able to

And then you had in your report, and I'll just direct
your attention to it, and we spoke to the TRC

10

individual about it, their -- explain to the board how

11

they model it based upon a random, not a random, a

12

specific sampling site?

13

A.

Well, the site was located on the property and that was

14

a two-acre site, and TRC put that in the location that

15

the proposed site was to be located.

16

site they had, basically, a fence line or property line

17

and so was located down a little bit of a ravine to the

18

west of some of the other operations on the site.

19

whether the site was going to be filled in or whatever,

20

was not clear until I looked at the actual base

21

elevations of the silo, the dryer and then the load

22

operations.

23

40-foot elevation change there so it's obviously not

24

going to be smoothed out and filled in; it's going to

25

be still on a little bit of a hill there.

And around that

And

And you could see there was about a 30 or
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pretty much how I reviewed that.

2

And then I also reviewed as part of that input the

3

emission calculations that were made by TRC for this

4

facility, going through the appendices, the calculation

5

methodologies and basically listening to -- I'm sorry,

6

I don't know your name.

7

Q.

Mr. Reed?

8

A.

No, the other guy.

9

Q.

Mr. Sneed?

10

A.

T -- TJ?

11
12

MR. REED:
A.

Yeah.

Yeah, listening to TJ.

He basically confirmed that's

13

what they did.

14

the emission calculations.

15

going to only operate for 560 hours per year, which is

16

the eight hours per day, five days per week, 14 weeks.

17

So obviously, they weren't going to do that all at one

18

time because that's not what the permit application

19

said.

20

Q.

And so I didn't have any problem with
I wondered how they were

So --

And so did you -- did you have concerns with the supply

21

that meteorological data that they used in comparing

22

the proposed site like you just described to other site

23

or another location supplied by the DEQ?

24

A.

Let me tell you I had general views kind of analysis.

25

Q.
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A.

Generally, when you do this kind of analysis you call

2

the agency, which they did, TRC called the agency and

3

you select a nearby representative, both geographically

4

and climatologically, site nearby that's generally at a

5

national weather service location.

6

some work over at Raleigh or Durham, North Carolina,

7

you pick RDU because that's the one that's nearby.

8

area there is gently rolling, it has very similar

9

terrain.

So if you're doing

10

In this case, as it says on the North Carolina

11

website where you can download meteorological data,

12

don't do that in Western North Carolina.

13

where there's mountains.

14

us.

15

that I read in the TRC report, they called, okay?

Any

Don't do that

If you're in this area, call

So all I can assume is that based on the language

16

Q.

Yeah.

17

A.

And that's either NCDEQ or NCDENR, I'm not sure what

18

they're going by these days.

19

Q.

DEQ.

20

A.

DEQ, okay.

21

Q.

And in the TRC report, were you able to determine what

I think they just changed over recently.

22

climactic site, what weather site or location they used

23

for this comparison modeling?

24

A.

Yes, I was.

25

Q.

And what site was that?
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A.

They picked -- well, the data that was supplied by the

2

agency was for an area around Jupiter, North Carolina

3

which is quite a bit different in terms of topography

4

than the area where the proposed facility is.

5

about nine kilometers east/southeast of where the

6

facility is with quite different terrain.

It's

7

Q.

And explain to the board why that is important.

8

A.

Oh, by the way, there is no weather station there.

9

Q.

So then how did you -- how were able to determine it

10
11

So.

was a site in Jupiter?
A.

In the TRC report, you'll see names of files where

12

they're talking about meteorology.

13

that name is MMIF.

14

processor.

15

uses long range -- I'm going to use a big word here,

16

prognostic meteorological data that's available all

17

over the United States.

18

or 36 kilometer grids which means they have a box.

19

It's 36 kilometers on a sign.

20

model, which I'm not going to mention right now, to

21

keep these prognostications of what the weather is

22

going to be in the future and currently.

23

The first part of

It's a mesoscale meteorology

That's all it is, it's a processor.

It

Comes in either 72 kilometer

And that they use a

U.S. EPA about a year and a half ago approved when

24

you don't have meteorology for a site, like we don't,

25

there's no meteorology at the asphalt plant, that you
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could use derived data from processing this large scale

2

prognostic data.

3

no detail in the TRC report as to what the state sent

4

them, but it appeared to me that the state had run this

5

background preprocessor program and this was the

6

closest node, meaning a spot in space to where the

7

asphalt plant was.

8

again, the terrain features that are right where the

9

asphalt plant is.

So it appeared to me, again, there's

Unfortunately, it did not capture,

And I was able to discern where it

10

was in Jupiter both by the title of the file which is

11

right in the TRC report.

12

and they have the latitude and the longitude right in

13

the title.

14

themselves which I was able to obtain.

15

files themselves had the same latitude/longitude.

16

it's a matter of going to Google Earth or your other

17

favorite program and plotting those to see where that

18

data is actually representative of.

19

Their titles are really long

But I can also look at the data files
And those data
So

One last thing on this and I'll stop preaching to

20

you.

The program that was run to generate this

21

prognostic data set again has terrain in it and

22

depending on what scale you choose, again, there's big

23

36-kilometer boxes or it might be littler boxes and

24

that gives you better resolution.

25

the numbers better.

Mainly, you can see

See better what the terrain might
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do to the wind or the wind -- the wind direction, the

2

wind speed.

Okay.

3

each other.

Should I stop?

4

Q.

Let me -- go ahead.

So those are kind of all related to
I just want --

I asked you a question, I said why

5

is it important and the question related to why is it

6

important or what concerns did you have that they were

7

comparing the site, the proposed asphalt site here to a

8

point pulled out of space located in Jupiter?

9

tell the board what difference that makes and how if

10
11

Can you

might affect the dispersion?
A.

My basic concern was it's not representative of the

12

terrain features that over by the proposed asphalt

13

plant.

14

rolling ground, 2200 feet above sea level and there are

15

no deep or even shallow river valleys over in that

16

area.

17

river.

18

French Broad River, which is a very deep river valley

19

and there's some canyons, oh, I'm sorry, coves -- I'm

20

in North Carolina.

21

from the asphalt plant right in there, that really were

22

not captured by meteorology at all.

23

you all had put a meteorology station right near the

24

asphalt plant and then compared that to what this data

25

said, you would have seen quite different wind

It's kind of -- over by Jupiter it's kind of

Whereas over by the asphalt facility, there's a
I think, yeah, it's right over there, the

There are some coves draining right
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direction and wind speed in terms of the frequency that

2

they would have occurred in these different directions.

3

You have a lot more up and down slope -- float going

4

through that little ravine than I think was seen at the

5

Jupiter data set.

6

Q.

And so in essence, if I can just boil it down to my

7

kindergarten level here, what effect, I guess, what

8

effect does this different geography have on pollution

9

dispersion?

10

A.

It ignores what's going on at the facility.

11

Q.

And so did you, in your report, create a modeling of

12

the true -- true effect, what potential effect

13

pollution at this site could have on surrounding ridges

14

and valleys?

15

A.

16
17

No, I really didn't do that.

That's a pretty major

study to get a whole new meteorology set.
Q.

Again, so I asked it like a kindergartner would ask it,

18

but I'm going to hand you this and it's on page 3.4 of

19

your report and it's very colorful, again, very

20

kindergartnery, what does that -- if we're talking

21

about geology, what does that graph represent?

22

A.

Okay.

I'm not talking about geology.

23

Q.

Oh, what did I say?

24

A.

Geology.

25

Q.

Geography, I've got geography written down here --

I'm talking about geography.
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A.

What that particular figure is, it's on page 3-4, it's

2

a color --figure 4 there so everybody can take a look

3

at that.

4

concentrations at lots of points in space.

5

I'm going to call these points is space are receptors.

6

Okay?

7

world.

8

they?

9

you will, figure 2 and you'll see that little grid of

This was actually TRC's work.

TRC generated
Okay?

What

That's what this common lingo in my modeling
They're just points in space, so where are
Okay.

Where they are, flip back to page 3-2, if

10

yellow lines on there.

11

lines cross each other, there's one of those little

12

points in space.

13

middle of all that with the two little blue does is the

14

plant.

15

crossovers inside that property.

16

board with me?

17

represents -- I just plotted one of the pollutants and

18

this was formaldehyde.

19

are called -- well, you know what an elevation line is,

20

a contour.

21

these are contours of ambient air concentration.

22

So all we do is we take -- we took that figure 2 and we

23

plotted at every one of those intersections what the

24

ambient -- I'm sorry, what the concentration was due to

25

the facility, its highest one-hour formaldehyde impact

Okay?

Every place those little yellow

And the little square in the

And you won't see any of those little

Okay.

Okay?

So is the

So what that figure then

What I plotted here were what

Everybody know what a contour is?
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and then you can plot lines to show where the maximum

2

concentrations are occurring.

3

yellow circles are you'll see a yellow circle with a

4

number on it just to the east of the plant.

5

plant property and then you see a whole boatload of

6

them just to the north.

7

concentrations on there.

8

the north are on the ridge just north of the facility.

9

Okay?

So if you look where the

That's on

I plotted the ten highest
And all of those locations to

So what this is showing is that terrain plays a

10

big deal even using the Jupiter data, we got high

11

impacts on the terrain features that are going on

12

there.

13

MR. TUZIW:

Those points, what's the distance from

14

the plant, how far is that, how many feet

15

roughly?

16

THE WITNESS:

17

MR. TUZIW:

18

THE WITNESS:

19

Feet, you want feet.
Quarter-mile?
About 150 meters, so four to 600

feet.

20

BY MR. GULDEN:

21

Q.

And so on those -- and again, we'll go back to the

22

receptors, the little receptors, but as it relates to

23

geography --

24

A.

Terrain.

25

Q.

Terrain, let's call it terrain.

As it relates to the
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terrain the pollutants have different effects based on

2

the terrain and you plotted that map using TRC data?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

That map shows higher pollutant elevations at

5

locations, significant locations to the north but also

6

significant locations to the northeast.

7

A.

Wherever there's kind of a high terrain feature.

8

Q.

And you know that this map that we have here that I've

9

had identified as Opposition Exhibit 2, this shows the

10

proposed location of the asphalt plant and some of

11

those higher pollutant levels up into the northeast.

12

Now you drove around, you drove around this plant?

13

A.

Yes, sir.

14

Q.

And you understand that to the northeast less than 600

15

feet is the Co-Op Extension Center, the Madison County

16

baseball fields and the Madison County Child

17

Development?

18

A.

19
20

I went to all those places and did an altitude on my
little altitude app.

Q.

And so is it your expectation that based upon TRC data

21

and some of what you confirmed, that the pollutants,

22

particularly formaldehyde, would make it to those

23

locations?

24

A.

Oh, they definitely will.

25

Q.

And it will make it to areas north where all the
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residential properties are located?

2

A.

Which this shows.

3

Q.

Which that shows.

4

A.

The problem with this whole grid that you see in figure

5

2 and then these isopleths represent that whole grid

6

only, it's so small.

7

one kilometer and these other areas, sensitive areas,

8

are located out of that grid so my concern in the

9

modeling was they just didn't look at why is that

10

It's only about one kilometer by

important.

11

Q.

Yeah, why is that important?

12

A.

Okay.

Good question.

If this is my smokestack right

13

here, okay, and we're just going to say it's the dryer

14

smokestack, and we're in Houston, Texas, okay, and the

15

wind is blowing this direction, the concentrations as a

16

function of distance are going to get smaller.

17

There's a little mantra that we -- meteorologist and

18

modelers like to use, the solution to pollution is

19

dilution.

20

further you get away.

21

wind coming from you, sir, over coming this way now.

22

If I've got a mountain right here, it's not flat

23

terrain anymore.

24

right up into where the plume might be taking place or

25

having its direction going for that particular hour.

Okay?

So you're going to dilute the plume the
But if I have -- let's have the

This terrain feature is actually
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And that's what kind of got left out with this little,

2

small receptor grid that TRC used.

3

all the critical receptors or sensitive receptors in

4

the area which would have been very easy to do.

5

Q.

It didn't look at

And by not looking at those receptors, did the TRC

6

report adequately address the effect the pollutants

7

could have on those sensitive receptors?

8

A.

No, I don't think it did.

9

Q.

And in your opinion would that have been important to

10
11

do?
A.

I would have expected North Carolina DAQ to find that a

12

long time ago and mention it to them that, hey, this is

13

not adequate, so yeah, I think it's important.

14

Q.

Yes.

And I guess why is it important?

15

A.

Well, again, because these lower concentrations -- the

16

concentrations we're seeing on these isopleths might

17

not really be representative of what our maximum

18

concentrations are.

19

all these other receptors are further away.

20

see any problem.

21

that you had some of this higher terrain.

22

Q.

TRC said in their report, well,
We don't

But they didn't think about the fact

And is that a flaw in the TRC report as it relates to

23

the effects the pollutants will have on the surrounding

24

neighborhood and community?

25

A.

Yes, I think it is.
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Q.

2

You also -- well, do you know what the seven, maybe
eight, criteria pollutants are?

3

A.

Six, yes, I do.

4

Q.

What are those six --

5

A.

What he's talking about are the national ambient air

6

quality standards, there are six pollutants called

7

criteria pollutants that are common to a lot of

8

different kinds of sources and back in 1970 when the

9

Clean Air Act was first put together with a national

10

ambient air quality standard there were a number of

11

pollutants -- and there were seven back then so I'll

12

let you off the hook.

13

compounds were removed later from the list back in the

14

mid, I think, late '70s probably and that was because

15

there are so many volatile organic compounds and they

16

all react differently in the atmosphere.

17

treat them each separately as a hazardous air pollutant

18

or a toxic air pollutant which is what TRC did,

19

correct?

20

kinds of things.

21

the main ones that there is a national ambient air

22

quality standard for, which matched exactly what North

23

Carolina has for their air quality standards as well,

24

carbon monoxide, monoxide, not thyoxide.

25

forms, PM10, which is -- and PM2.5, the 10 and 2.5 just

Because volatile organic

So now we

Formaldehyde, benzine, propane, all those
The criteria pollutants, though, are
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refer to the size of the particle, 10 micrometers or

2

2.5 micrometers.

3

isn't really much of a problem any more because we

4

don't have lead in our gasoline so it's kind of dropped

5

off the charts as a bad actor as a criteria pollutant.

6

Ozone which was not brought up in the TRC report

7

appropriately because there is no ozone problems here

8

in this area and so the VOCs that would potentially be

9

contributing to that are pretty insignificant, so no

10

ozone problem.

SO2, sulphur dioxide, lead which

How many did I say so far, Brian?

11

Q.

Six, five.

12

A.

Oh, nitrogen dioxide, okay.

13
14

Sulphur dioxide, nitrogen

dioxide, carbon monoxide, PM, lead and ozone.
Q.

And in the TRC report were the -- well, let me ask you

15

this, North Carolina doesn't require that a testing be

16

done for these criteria in air pollutants?

17

know?

18

A.

I'm sorry, ask your question.

Do you

You talking about source

19

testing or are you talking ambient air quality

20

analysis?

21

Q.

Ambient air quality analysis.

22

A.

Oh, yeah, they do.

23

Q.

Did TRC do any kind of ambient air quality standards

24
25

based on those criteria?
A.

No, they did not.

They were not bound to under the
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regulations.

2

terms of a significance criteria that is established by

3

U.S. EPA and by the state of North Carolina for this

4

size and type of source.

5

requirement to do that.

6

Q.

Those emissions were insignificant in

So there wasn't a real

But that didn't consider the requirement that they

7

really don't do -- didn't consider any of the other two

8

industrial (audience member coughing) that site, if

9

you're aware?

10

A.

No, it did not, it's just a stand-alone analysis both

11

from the emissions perspective and later for the air

12

quality perspective for the other toxic air pollutants

13

that they did look at.

14

Q.

And is there anything scientific that would prevent the

15

aggregate or the accumulation of pollutants admitted

16

from the quarry mixing with the pollutants admitted

17

from the concrete plant mixing with the pollutants from

18

this proposed asphalt plant?

19

A.

Absolutely not.

Generally, it makes sense to do a

20

combined impact assessment when you have facilities

21

this close to each other either directly modeling those

22

facilities or having a background concentration.

23

don't think there's any background ambient monitors in

24

this vicinity that I'm aware of.

25

Q.

I

And so do you have an opinion whether this TRC report
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adequately represents the impact this facility would

2

have on the ambient air quality for those individuals

3

living and residing in the neighborhood and community?

4

A.

I don't think it did an adequate job, no.

5

Q.

Do you have any other issues of concern with the TRC

6

report that we have not touched on?

7

A.

I don't think I do.

8

Q.

Those would be all my questions.

Mr. Sneed is going to

9

ask you some questions.

10

C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

11

Q.

Doctor, are you a doctor?

12

A.

I am not a doctor.

13

Q.

Mr. Schewe, first question, what levels of formaldehyde

14

BY MR. SNEED:

did you show in your model?

15

A.

What levels did I show?

16

Q.

Yeah, on your contour map.

17

A.

Are you talking about, you mean what were the contour

18

levels or what did I plot or what are you asking?

19

sorry.

20

Q.

21

Well, on page 3.4, 3-4, you got little numbers up there
showing the concentrations.

22

A.

Yeah.

23

Q.

What do they say?

24

A.

Well, I can't read them either.

25

I'm

I can't read them.
But you can see the

color code down in the right-hand bottom there and the
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color code, those are real small as well.

So if it was

2

red, it would have been greater than -- I think it

3

looks like around 20.

4

been greater than about 17.3.

5

would be about 13.8.

6

so I should have made those a little bigger.

7

apologize.

If it was orange it would have
If it was yellow it

I'm sorry, I had cataract surgery
I

8

Q.

That's all right.

9

A.

So the color scheme there, you can see the red, orange,

10

yellow, light green, green down into the blues and

11

purples, the concentration is going down.

12

hotspots are the ones that have the yellows and greens.

So the

13

Q.

The yellows are 15 micrograms per cubic meter?

14

A.

Or greater.

15

Q.

Or greater?

16

A.

Yeah.

That's what all those mean.

So if it's within a

17

closed yellow box and there's an orange or a red box

18

inside there, everything within that yellow box is

19

going to be about 15.

20

Q.

Fifteen or 13?

21

A.

Well, whatever it says there.

22

Q.

What it says --

23

A.

Looks like 13.8 maybe, 6, 0.

24

Q.

Micrograms per cubic meter?

25

A.

Micrograms per cubic meter, yes, sir.
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Q.

And what did they find in their report?

2

A.

They, being who?

3

Q.

TRC.

4

A.

What did they find?

5

Q.

What concentrations did they find?

6

A.

These are their concentrations, so they found these

7

concentrations.

8

just plotted what they did.

9

Q.

This is not anything new I did.

I

So you just plotted what they did and do you know what

10

the ambient, allowable ambient level of this

11

formaldehyde is?

12

A.

I do.

13

Q.

What is it?

14

A.

In the state of North Carolina, I believe it's 150

15

micrograms per cubic meter on a highest one-hour basis.

16

Q.

Highest one-hour basis?

17

A.

I believe that's correct.

18

Q.

And the levels that they found were a tenth of the

19

limit, one-tenth, right?

20

A.

That's what it looks they got, yes, sir.

21

Q.

And the weather model that they used was the one that

22
23

the state required them to use?
A.

I did not have privy to any kind of modeling protocol

24

that TRC may have prepared for the state of North

25

Carolina.

Generally in this kind of analysis you
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prepare a modeling protocol.

The protocol says, here's

2

how we're going to do it, guys and then you get

3

together with the dispersion modelers at the agency and

4

haggle about how it's going to be done and then you go

5

from there.

6

situation so I don't know what they did.

And I was not privy to that particular

7

Q.

I thought you said they called up the state and --

8

A.

They said in their report that they called up the

9

state.

10

Q.

And the state said here's what to use.

11

A.

They said here's what we got.

12

Q.

No, they required them to use the particular computer

13
14

scenario for weather.
A.

15

I don't know about the requirement for that.

They just

said, here's what the agency provided to us.

16

Q.

So you weren't here when he testified that --

17

A.

I was not.

18

Q.

-- that they had to use the system that the state gave

19

them.

And you're aware that the system, the modeling

20

system that the state requires for western North

21

Carolina is different from a lot of other places?

22

A.

I'm very aware of that.

23

Q.

And it takes into account information that's particular

24
25

or peculiar to the mountains.
A.

I'm very aware of that as well.
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Q.

And the mountains?

2

A.

Yes, sir.

3

Q.

And it is not just based on a single weather station

4

but contains other inputs?

5

A.

Yes, sir.

6

Q.

And these concentrations that you show here that you're

7

complaining about on formaldehyde --

8

A.

I don't think I was complaining, sir.

9

Q.

You're just saying it's --

10

A.

I'm just telling you what they are.

11

Q.

What they can be on these -- the terrain affects them?

12

A.

Yes, sir.

13

Q.

And the numbers come out what base that they were?

14

A.

Right.

15

Q.

Which is one-tenth of the ambient, allowable ambient

16
17

limit?
A.

I believe I also said I did not think this receptor

18

grid was extensive enough to cover all the areas of

19

concern to the citizens in this area.

20

lot of ridges that were not very much further away that

21

were somewhat higher than the ones that they have in

22

their modeling analysis.

23

the questions.

24
25

Q.

I'm sorry.

They ignored a

I'll let you ask

And you did testify that their regulatory analysis was
good?
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A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And you haven't done any modeling for this plant?

3
4

You

just looked at their modeling?
A.

5

Just repeating what TRC did, but no fresh analysis,
correct.

6

Q.

But you could have.

7

A.

Actually, I did do a little bit this afternoon.

I was

8

checking the plume rise from the main stack to give

9

myself some indication of if there was any problem in

10

stable atmospheric conditions, which you have when you

11

have an inversion, and the terrain nearby and I found

12

that, yeah, it looks like could have a problem there.

13

Q.

And when do you have an inversion?

When you get an

14

inversion you got cold air that slips down close to the

15

earth, right?

16

A.

Under the warm air that's above.

Well, that's not quite how it works, depends on what

17

kind of inversion you have.

A ground-based inversion,

18

the ground cools, longwave radiation leaves the earth

19

innate and then the air next to the ground cools and so

20

then you have cooler air below, warmer air aloft.

21

Cooler air is more dense than warmer air and so it

22

starts a down valley flow.

23

Q.

And, typically, those happen in the wintertime?

24

A.

Typically, around here they happen all the time.

25

I saw

one this morning that I hoped to get pictures of right
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along the river out here.

2

Q.

What time?

3

A.

What time?

4

Q.

Yes.

5

A.

I was up at 5:30 this morning.

The sun was coming up

6

and it lasted and broke around, I'm going to say

7

around, nine o'clock.

8

Q.

Was there fog on the river?

9

A.

Yes, sir.

10

Q.

And when the sun gets up, it heats up the ground and

11

the air starts breaking up and rising --

12

A.

Yes, sir.

13

Q.

-- breaks up the inversion.

Do you have any evidence

14

that any of the pollution levels that they found in

15

their modeling were not accurate?

16

A.

Were not what?

17

Q.

Accurate.

18

A.

Yeah, two things I've already mentioned.

Their

19

receptor grid wasn't big enough and so they did not

20

look everywhere that they should have looked and then

21

secondly I did not think the meteorological data set

22

was necessarily appropriate for this river valley and

23

this cove where the facility is going to be located.

24
25

Q.

And the DEQ can require them if it feels necessary for
them to redo the weather modeling?
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A.

I cannot speak for the North Carolina DEQ.

2

Q.

You've seen them do it before, haven't you?

3

A.

Well, yeah.

4

Q.

You've seen them require modeling for all -- combining

5

on the industries in the area.

6

they feel it's --

7

A.

8

They can.

They can do that if

And I have a citation in my report that says

where they can do that, for air toxics.

9

Q.

And they haven't done it yet.

10

A.

Not that I know of.

11

Q.

But they could.

12

A.

They could.

13

Q.

If they were warranted?

14

A.

Yes, sir.

15

Q.

That's all.

16

R E D I R E C T

17

Q.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

Just a couple of follow-up questions to Mr. Sneed's.

18

The issue with the TRC report is not that some of the

19

numbers are wrong.

20

the Jupiter site, and I'm going to show you this.

21

if I can show this map to you and I'll hand out a

22

little map.

It's exactly what you said, that

Have you seen this map before?

23

A.

Yes, sir.

24

Q.

And what does this map show, what does it indicate?

25

What's the significance of that map?
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A.

Well, what it's showing is color-coded contours and I

2

can't really read what those contour levels are from

3

here.

4

feet.

5

Q.

6

It looks like the red are probably over 2,000

And I made this map really big because I know that you
had cataract surgery, to look.

If you can look here.

7

A.

That was three years ago.

8

Q.

What is the elevation of Jupiter as opposed to the

9
10

proposed asphalt plant?
A.

11

The elevation of Jupiter on this map and I've kind of
confirmed that too is about 2,150 feet above sea level.

12

Q.

And what's the proposed asphalt plant's?

13

A.

The proposed asphalt plant in the TRC analysis actually

14

had a couple of different elevations, 1,990 feet for

15

both the silo loading and the out-loading and then the

16

actual dryer was down around 30 feet lower, so around

17

1,963 feet.

18

Q.

19
20

And why does that make a significant difference in the
veracity of the TRC report?

A.

Well, it's not so much just the elevation.

It's the

21

surrounding terrain kind of rules what's going on here.

22

The surrounding terrain around --

23

where the facility is there, not for me, for them.

24

you show them that, you can see it's in a little cove,

25

the terrain is generally from the -- I'm going to -- I
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think it's the north-northwest down to the south-

2

southeast, comes out down on the river down there and

3

goes right into the French Broad River; whereas,

4

Jupiter doesn't have that kind of arrangement.

5

just kind of rolling terrain.

6

slope, valley situations when you have cool air at

7

night and warm air in the day and so -- the data just

8

didn't really represent well what's going on in that

9

little valley where they're proposing to put the

10
11

It's

There's no up and down

facility.
Q.

And in your opinion, based upon your training and

12

experience, that poses a problem as far as being a

13

reliable report for the effect that this, the

14

pollutants could have on the health, safety and welfare

15

of those living and residing in the community?

16

A.

Yeah.

Let me give you little example of how I've used

17

this same type of approach up in the Ohio River Valley

18

which is a little big bigger river, little deeper, we

19

had a similar situation with a power plant there and

20

the power plant was subject to a deeper river valley,

21

eight, 900-foot hills around it and then about 500 foot

22

down in the valley, and we tried to use a similar type

23

of data set that was available to us and it was, again,

24

not representative.

25

full set of meteorology.

So in that case we ran, again, a
Remember that grid spacing I
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was talking about before, 3600 -- or 3600 kilometers

2

and say you got one wind vector right in the middle of

3

that 36 kilometers, representing all this or 12

4

kilometers or four kilometers, I don't know what size

5

the state of North Carolina used, but in that

6

particular study to capture the wind flow in that

7

valley, both up-valley during the daytime when it's

8

warm, or down-valley when it's cold at night and you

9

have the air coming down the valley, we had a 250 meter

10

grid.

So we have little, teensy, tiny grid over this

11

whole ten-kilometer area so that we could capture

12

better what was going on in terms of the meteorology at

13

this facility.

14

particular information.

So that's one way you can use that

15

Q.

16

R E C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

17

Q.

18

Those would be my questions.
BY MR. SNEED:

I couldn't understand the elevation that you said for
the plant.

19

A.

1,968 feet.

20

Q.

968 --

21

A.

1,968 feet, I'm sorry if I didn't say that clearly.

22

Q.

And then the town of Marshall is 1640.

23

A.

Main Street is.

24

Q.

Right.

25

So the elevation up there is about 320 feet

higher than the town?
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A.

That would be my math, yes, sir.

2

Q.

Probably 320 feet higher than the river?

3

A.

I don't know the base of the river but I'm sure it's a

4
5

few feet below Main Street.
Q.

6
7

And in your experience, what direction does the wind
most often flow in this area?

A.

We call that prevailing winds, I'd have to look at some

8

wind records for some different locations, but I

9

believe it would be kind of out of the south-southwest.

10

After you get out -- if you get out onto the flatter

11

areas.

12

Atlantic Ocean.

13

Q.

14
15

To the east of here it's coming more off the

Particularly, it flows across from the southwest to the
northeast?

A.

I'd say most of the time those are, I'm going to call

16

this mesoscale winds, any large regional scale winds

17

without being affected that much by the local

18

topography, that's true.

19

a wind weather station in his backyard up in Burnsville

20

and he doesn't see those kind of prevailing winds most

21

of the time.

22

valley up near Burnsville.

But I have a friend that has

Again, because he's in a little river

23

Q.

But this plant's not in a valley.

24

A.

It sits right at the top of the valley.

25

Q.

Three or 400 feet above the river.
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A.

With a 200-foot ridge all the way around it from the

2

west to northwest to north to northeast.

It's a little

3

hard to see on the scale that's on that particular map,

4

but I can show you on my phone.

5

Q.

There is a little ridge to the north.

6

A.

Yes, it's about 150 feet higher.

7

Q.

One hundred fifty feet higher?

8

A.

Yeah, that ridge runs around 2150 up to 2200 feet.

9

Q.

And how far out is that from the plant?

10

A.

About six, 800 feet.

11

Q.

Six to 800 --

12

A.

To the top of the ridge.

13

Q.

So you know a little bit about sound, don't you?

14

A.

Sound?

15

Q.

Yes.

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And it travels -- it diminishes at the inverse of a

18

square, right?

19

A.

I don't know if I know that or not but it sounds good.

20

Q.

You took physics and you don't know that?

21

A.

It's been 43 years, sir.

22
23

Okay.

I'll take your word

for it, one over R, square.
Q.

So the ridge is going to kill the sound, isn't it, as

24

it goes up the ridge?

25

UNKNOWN SPEAKER:

Echo.
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Q.

I said the --

2

A.

I don't think I've been qualified as a sound expert,

3

have I?

4

MR. GULDEN:

5

If you don't know the answer, you

don't know the answer.

6

A.

I don't know the answer.

7

Q.

Gosh, I'm done.

8

F U R T H E R

9

Q.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

Just one quick question to demonstrate, I guess, as

10

demonstrative evidence this larger map had the proposed

11

Jupiter site on, this map that I'm marking as

12

Opposition 6, is the same --

13

(WHEREUPON, Opposition Exhibit Number 6 was marked

14

for identification and passed to the witness

15

for review)

16

Q.

Well, can you identify that for the board?

17

A.

It looks like the same large scale map that is being

18
19

held.
Q.

And this one the one that Mr. Sneed and I have been

20

poking at you and you had said that the proposed

21

asphalt plant is in a location where on the west, the

22

north, well, the west, the northwest, the north, the

23

northeast and the east is surrounded by higher ridges.

24

Does that map, Opposition 6, accurately or demonstrate

25

your testimony?
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A.

Yes, it does, red in all those directions.

2

Q.

And red is higher elevation?

3

A.

Above 2,000 feet.

4

Q.

And if the prevailing winds as Mr. Sneed was trying to

5

get you to talk about, are from the southwest to the

6

northeast, would that not blow the pollutants directly

7

over the Elderberry Nursing Home, Madison Child

8

Development, Co-Op Extension Center, Madison County

9

baseball fields, and potentially the Madison Medical

10

Center for health department?

11

A.

Yes, it would.

12

Q.

Those would be my questions.

13

F U R T H E R

14

Q.

15
16

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. SNEED:

And the concentrations that far away would be less than
the one-tenth that you have on your Exhibit 2.

A.

If I was in Houston.

I'm not in Houston.

I'm in a

17

bowl where the plume is going to come out and can

18

actually impact terrain features that are up and at the

19

plume height whereas if you're in flat terrain that

20

won't happen so you're correct if you're in flat

21

terrain.

22

that was an issue because it was overlooked.

23

Generally, when I'm doing this kind of modeling, I go

24

out to ten kilometers.

25

kilometer in each direction.

We're not correct, and that's why I thought

They only went out to a half a
It's woefully inadequate.
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Q.

2

The emissions from this -- these products are almost so
low that you don't have to model, aren't they?

3

A.

Well, almost is a relative term.

4

Q.

So you don't know what the thresholds are that require

5
6

this modeling?
A.

7
8

I think they call those the toxic permit emission rates
and I did look at those and so I see those.

Q.

9

Those would be all my -MR. SNEED:

10

I have no further questions.

MR. GULDEN:

11

I have no further questions.

call Alan Basist to the stand.

12

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

13

MR. BASIST:

14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

15

Would you state your name?

Alan Basist or Basist as he calls it.
Would you spell your name for

our court reporter?

16

MR. BASIST:

17
18

We

B-a-s-i-s-t.

ALAN BASIST, being first duly identified
and sworn was examined and testified as follows:

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And would you be sure to make

20

sure that the microphone is close enough that

21

it can be heard.

22

D I R E C T

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

23

Q.

I apologize, it's Mr. Basist?

24

A.

Yeah, although my brother calls it Basist.

25

Q.

Mr. Basist, if you can tell the board where you reside.
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A.

2
3

I live at 380 Heather Downs which is right off of
Jupiter Road.

Q.

4

And how close is that to the proposed facility that we
have been discussing these past couple of weeks?

5

A.

Maybe two, three miles.

6

Q.

Can you tell the board a little bit about your

7
8

education and training?
A.

9

Well, I have a degree in physical geography, a masters
degree focused on climatology and I am certified as a

10

meteorologist, same as George, with the American

11

Meteorological Association and with the federal

12

government.

13

Q.

14

Did you indicate that you have a masters in science
too?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Do you have any -- well, if you could briefly explain

17
18

to the board any certifications that you may have?
A.

I was certified as an observational meteorologist at

19

international airports.

I'm certified as a TV

20

meteorologist.

21

meteorology and I worked for the National -- for 15

22

years I worked for the National Weather Service as an

23

expert meteorologist and climatologist.

24

currently employed with reinsurance companies

25

understanding how meteorology and climatology create

I have done TV -- I've done radio
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2

basically risks and extreme events around the world.
Q.

And in your -- based upon your education and training

3

in any of your line of profession, do you give

4

professional opinions to whether it's individuals,

5

employers, other folks that rely on your opinions?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Have you ever spoken in, have you ever testified as an

8

opinion in any kind of litigation?

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

This will be your first time?

11

A.

First time around.

12

MR. GULDEN:

13

We will just move to qualify him as

an expert in meteorology.

14

THE WITNESS:

15

MR. GULDEN:

16

Q.

Atmospheric science.
Atmospheric science, thank you.

Mr. Basist, there was some talk earlier related to Mr.

17

Sneed's questions that talk about fog banks and

18

inversions.

19

what an inversion is?

20

A.

Can you tell the board a little bit about

He mentioned that there's a couple of different types

21

of inversion.

Probably the one that we're most

22

concerned about here are very localized inversions and

23

they tend to occur when you have the -- there's clear

24

skies that promotes it, when you have the surface

25

starting to cool off, there's not much solar insulation
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on the ground and the surface naturally radiate energy

2

up from the surface, if there's a forest cover, if

3

there's dense canopy or there's cloud cover that tends

4

to reduce it because it's holding the radiation closer

5

to the surface and also a lot -- but in this scenario,

6

I'm deeply concerned because it's a lot of rock and

7

rock doesn't have the capacity to hold heat very well.

8

It radiates it very efficiently.

9

both sites.

You can see it in

You can see how rock cools down very

10

quickly once the sun stops shining on it and you can

11

also notice how rock heats up very quickly when the sun

12

shines on it compared to typical soil or vegetative

13

ground.

14

events as far as rapid -- what we call diurnal or

15

temperate range throughout the day from morning to

16

afternoon and then back towards the evening again.

17

Q.

18

So this is an area that is prone to extreme

And I'm just going to hand you what I've marked as
Opposition 7.

19

(WHEREUPON, Opposition Exhibit Number 7 was marked

20

for identification and passed to the witness

21

for review)

22

Q.

And see if this demonstrates some of what -- some of

23

the testimony that you're talking about.

24

at the three pictures I've marked as Opposition 7 and

25
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A.

Well, this

directly aligns with what we heard earlier.

2

It's called radiating, cooling, cold-air damming, it's

3

basically, we also call it valley winds.

4

common knowledge in the field of meteorology.

5

have steep terrain and you have coves, you get cooling

6

in -- as soon as the sun stops shining directly onto

7

the surface it starts to cool.

8

and so it starts to cool and that cold air is denser.

9

And I think we've all experienced that.

It's very
When you

And it radiates energy

I think if

10

you're driving around on a bicycle or a motorcycle in

11

the evening time or even in the morning, you sense --

12

you go down and it's cooler and then you come up and

13

it's warmer.

14

experience that we've all had.

15

situation here with the river valley which is going to

16

basically draw all this cold air because the river

17

valley is below Main Street.

18

elevation around and so everything is going to drain,

19

cold air is going to drain towards the river and it's

20

going to -- because it's moving very slowly, it's

21

isolated.

22

moment ago the difference between what we call as

23

basically free-flow wind, the atmospheric flow wind and

24

what's happening locally and locally is what we're

25

concerned about here because the local topography is so

I mean, this is kind of a common
So we're in extreme

It's the lowest lying

You were discussing very effectively just a
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acute and extreme that the cold air is rapidly going to

2

basically dam and flow downstream towards the river and

3

it's going to carry whatever contaminants are in down

4

to the river.

5

in the asphalt plant are what we call hygroscopic

6

nuclei which is a fancy word to say it draws water.

7

They become the nuclei for water, droplets that form

8

around.

9

Q.

10
11

Unfortunately, a lot of these chemicals

And what problem is presented with these hygroscopic
nuclei?

A.

Well, they become an integral part of the fog bank.

12

They are the fog bank and they're trapped inside the

13

fog bank along the river and they propagate along the

14

river and Marshall is not so much -- it's not very far

15

away from where all these contaminants, these aerosols,

16

these volatile, these toxins, are actually being

17

generated and they're heading directly into the canyon

18

and the corridors that are right there where the

19

asphalt is being manufactured.

20

into the river valley becoming part of this very

21

commonplace fog bank which we see.

22

restricted to winter.

23

summer whenever there's clear skies, this cold air is

24

then trapped in the local topography and flowing down

25

towards the river and it's going to come towards

They're going directly

As he said it's not

It happens fall, spring and
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Marshall and you know, sometimes it's going to flow

2

towards Asheville, but many times it's going to flow

3

towards Marshall.

4

prevailing winds from the southwest.

5

the atmospheric flow, but you get down to the localized

6

flow along the river and you put basically a wind

7

monitoring system to see where the winds are coming

8

from and they're always tracking along the river

9

valley.

Now, you were asking about the
That is true, in

They're either coming from the southeast or

10

from the northwest.

11

atmospheric flow pattern until you get a lot of

12

sunshine, turbulent flow, and then you get mixing and

13

they start flowing more with the atmosphere.

14

vast majority of the time this is a very contained

15

system which is containing all of these contaminants in

16

it, trapping it by the river and then moving many times

17

towards Marshall.

18

the air quality in Marshall than I am about the other

19

neighbors up in

20

well, but Marshall is our county seat.

21

where our -- it's a vibrant community and it's becoming

22

more vibrant.

23

contaminating the air quality of Marshall so that we

24

can send asphalt across the county line to Buncombe.

25

MR. SNEED:

They're not part of the larger

But the

So I'm actually more concerned about

-- they have legitimate concerns as
I mean, it's

It's exciting to see it happen and we're

Object and move to strike.
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CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

2

MR. SNEED:

3

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

4

Q.

Sustained.

Non-responsive to the question.
Sustained.

So we'll ask the question.

So when these particles,

5

the hygroscopic nuclei particles get trapped in the fog

6

bank, you said they become part of the fog bank.

7

do they move quickly or slowly?

8

A.

9

gradually.
Q.

12
13

They move very slowly

because it's dense air, so it's moving slowly and

10
11

I brought some documents here.

Now,

But is that going to be the air that's being breathed
by the people using the river?

A.

Yeah, anybody living in the vicinity of this valley,

14

including the residents of Marshall, will be breathing

15

that air.

16

Q.

And do the pictures that we've marked as Opposition 7,

17

do they reflect the spread -- or what do they reflect

18

as it relates to this fog bank?

19

A.

I think they're representing the fog bank to the extent

20

both in -- all along the river and also the width.

21

is not just on the river itself, but it's on the sides

22

of the river, it's on the houses and the communities

23

that adjoin the river and in this case, the town, the

24

city.

25

Q.

And you were talking about some valley winds.
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that and how does that affect the way that these, and

2

I'll call them, pollutants, but you called them

3

something else, monoscopic --

4

A.

Yeah, we call them hygroscopic aerosols, yes.

5

Q.

And what do these valley winds, how do they affect the

6
7

way that those hygroscopic nuclei plumes trap?
A.

Well, they're going to be trapped in this dense, stable

8

air.

George described it quite well.

And they're

9

going to very slowly ooze down towards the river and

10

then they're going to propagate along the river

11

depending on the trajectory of that very light wind, so

12

it might be a wind of two miles an hour, but Madison --

13

Marshall is only a mile and a half downstream so within

14

an hour that contaminant are already residing in the

15

town of Marshall.

16

basically -- and I think Mr. Sneed alluded to it also,

17

until what we call sun shining on it, but then I've got

18

a problem with that because when the fog is, basically,

19

has the sun shining on top of it, the solar energy

20

actually serves as a source of chemical -- it serves as

21

a source of energy to promote chemical reactions and so

22

the chemicals that were originally in the fog bank are

23

being transformed by the sunlight into chemicals that

24

we don't even know to some degree how they're being

25

transformed, and they will remain in the air until we

And they will remain here until
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get turbulent flow and start breaking up that fog bank.

2

So the sun shining on the fog bank in the morning,

3

actually causes more disruption towards air quality.

4

MR. SNEED:

5

give those opinions.

6
7

MR. GULDEN:
Q.

MR. SNEED:
Q.

10
11

Well, let me ask.

The opinion that you just -- that you gave --

8
9

I don't know that he's qualified to

She sustained it.

The opinion that you just gave, what are you basing
that opinion on?

A.

I'm basing it on the idea that we know that the photo

12

data energy, energy from the sun, causes chemical

13

reactions when you have volatile -- and that's what the

14

definition of many of these chemicals -- volatile means

15

unstable.

16

they're reactive they transform.

17

Q.

Unstable means they're reactive.

When

And is that -- the opinion that you gave is that based

18

upon your training and education and experience that

19

you have working for the last several years as a

20

meteorologist, scientific meteorologist?

21

A.

Yes.

I have expertise in that.

22

Q.

And you do have expertise in the way that the sun

23

reacts with certain suspended chemicals in the

24

atmosphere?

25

A.

Yes, in fact, this book I brought up, states to that
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2

very articulately.
Q.

All right.

And have you studied that book, have you

3

studied its findings in that book, do you have training

4

and experience in those chemical reactions related to

5

the sun?

6

A.

That is not an area that I actually work so I have

7

training and I had education, but it's not an area that

8

I'm actively involved at this time, no.

9

Q.

Do you think that you possess special knowledge or

10

skill based upon your education to give the opinion on

11

how those suspended chemicals react with the sun?

12

A.

I don't understand all the chemical processes, so I'm

13

not going to speak specifically about them other than

14

we know that they are being -- they're volatile by

15

definition which means they're unstable, which means

16

they're reactive with solar energy.

17

Q.

Okay.

Based upon the testimony that you gave with the

18

inversions and these trade winds, do you have an

19

opinion satisfactory to yourself whether the health

20

and safety of persons residing and working in the area,

21

including the town of Marshall, will -- their health

22

would be adversely affected by this asphalt plant?

23

A.

Any time there's --

24

MR. SNEED:

25

MR. GULDEN:

I don't think he's qualified.
He is, I think significantly more
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qualified than the TRC individual that gave

2

it and there is significant evidence and

3

training experience and knowledge talking

4

about what his concerns are for the health

5

and safety, none of which was objected to,

6

and so he clearly is offering an opinion

7

testimony based upon his technical and

8

specialized knowledge from experience,

9

training and education and the testimony is

10

based upon sufficient facts and data that he

11

has been presented.

12

MR. SNEED:

You presented him as an expert in

13

weather, climatology, and he's not an expert

14

in health and safety and he's not aware of

15

what the limits set by the state for these

16

various pollutants are.

17

MR. GULDEN:

He's testified to where the

18

pollutants will go and where they will travel

19

and it's common sense.

20

MR. SNEED:

21

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

22

MR. SNEED:

23

MR. GULDEN:

24

MR. SNEED:

25

He's not qualified -Sustained.

Sustained.
I'm asking my next question.
Oh, okay, I thought you didn't hear

her.
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Q.

Do you have an opinion satisfactory to yourself as to

2

whether the proposed use of the asphalt plant will be

3

detrimental to the public welfare?

4

A.

I hear the discussion between you.

I think the best

5

way to address it is that Lawyer Sneed has stated that

6

these concentrations are well below state levels at an

7

hourly basis.

8

contaminants are not just being dispersed.

9

accumulating.

What we're concerned about is that these
They're

They're in a stable lens of air that is

10

blowing down towards the French Broad River, minute

11

after minute, hour after hour, and they're accumulating

12

overnight and they're sustained even well into the

13

morning until that fog bank until that inversion is

14

broken.

15

chemicals and volatile and toxins, it's the

16

accumulation of them and where they're flowing and how

17

they're retained and trapped in the river valley.

18

That's what I'm concerned about.

19

Q.

20

And so it's not just an hourly outflow of

And will that have a detrimental effect on the public
welfare?

21

MR. SNEED:

22

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

23

Q.

Objection.
Sustained.

Do you think that that accumulation -- do you have an

24

opinion satisfactory to yourself that the accumulation

25

of those chemicals in that fogbank will be injurious to
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property and public improvement?

2

MR. SNEED:

Objection.

He doesn't know what the

3

levels are.

4

quality standards and he doesn't know about

5

that decision.

6
7

MR. GULDEN:
Q.

He's not an expert on the air

I'll ask again.

When these chemicals get trapped in this stable air and

8

they travel down the river, if there's somebody

9

standing out on the river drinking coffee, are they

10

breathing?

Is that person breathing?

Is that person

11

breathing drinking the coffee standing out there?

12

A.

I would assume so if they're alive.

13

Q.

If they're alive, are they breathing?

14

A.

If they're drinking coffee, they're alive, so yeah --

15

Q.

And what would they be breathing in?

16

A.

They would be breathing in the air that's been trapped

17

and accumulating and -- and concentrating the

18

basically, the chemicals from the asphalt plant that

19

has been accumulating over the entire period of the

20

inversion.

21

Q.

22
23

And would you want to be breathing in that air?
MR. SNEED:

A.

Objection.

I'm concerned about the town of Marshall.

That's why I

24

wouldn't want to be living in Marshall day in and day

25

out and when there are frequently inversions and
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frequently fogbanks and frequently toxins that would be

2

accumulating here.

3

and the people living here.

I think -- I'm concerned about this

4

Q.

You're concerned about what?

5

A.

The quality of air, the quality of life.

6
7

The growth

and vitality of our town.
Q.

And so do you have an opinion as to whether or not if

8

the proposed asphalt plant is granted, whether it will

9

have a detrimental effect on the health, safety and the

10

welfare of the people in and around this neighborhood

11

and in the community?

12

MR. SNEED:

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

14

THE WITNESS:

15

MR. GULDEN:

16

Objection.
Sustained.

It's an opinion.

Yes.
It is an opinion and he's been

qualified as an expert to give an opinion.

17

MR. SNEED:

He doesn't know anything about the --

18

the levels of concentration of these matters

19

in the air.

20

MR. GULDEN:

He said that.

Those would be my questions, Mr.

21

Basist.

22

THE WITNESS:

Thank you.

23

C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

24

Q.

25

BY MR. SNEED:

Mr. Basist, so these inversions happen when the sky is
clear?
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A.

These happen -- these inversions happen whenever you

2

have, basically, cool air, basically, the surface

3

cooling.

4

let me finish my thought here.

A problem I have, and I was -- no, let me --

5

Q.

All right.

6

A.

Is that this is an area that's, basically, denuded

7

around the asphalt plant.

Therefore it's rock.

8

Therefore, it doesn't take much for it to cool down

9

even one or two degrees below -- below the air above

10

it.

11

it will immediately as soon as the sun stops shining

12

directly on it, as soon as it starts coming down the

13

horizon, it's in the shadow, this air will cool down.

14

It's dense.

15

Q.

So as soon as it's a degree or two cooler, which

It will start flowing.

And so that's --

I understand your testimony on that and that will

16

happen about five o'clock, six o'clock in the summer

17

with a clear sky it'll start cooling off.

18

A.

It depends on again, this is the microclimate.

I was

19

thinking as we were listening to George it's such a

20

diversity.

21

gave a number of children, I think I -- 10 or 15

22

children, I gave them each a thermometer and I told

23

them when we were in a schoolyard and it was, as you

24

say, it was around ten o'clock in the morning and I

25

gave each one of them a thermometer.

I remember one time I did a study where I
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tell me what the temperature is and they said, where do

2

we take the temperature and I said wherever you want.

3

And some of them went and put it on the asphalt parking

4

lot.

5

put it under a tree.

6

building.

7

the grass.

8

temperatures that went from 80 degrees down to 40

9

degrees.

Some of them put it by a rock wall.

Some of them

Some of them put it next to the

Some put it by a hedge.

Some put them on

I had all -- and they came back with

It was amazing.

10

Q.

I understand.

11

A.

So there's such a diversity and if we -- we're

12

concerned about this microclimate and these effects of

13

-- this inversion could start happening much earlier

14

and sustain itself much longer because of the unique

15

features of this location.

16

Q.

17
18

So my question is, it won't start cooling off until the
sun goes off of it?

A.

As soon as it stops -- as soon as the sun -- it depends

19

on the shadow and the effect so I can't answer that

20

question.

21

Q.

All right.

And so if a asphalt plant had been cut off

22

and it's not running after five o'clock in the

23

afternoon, it's -- all of the emissions that it had

24

have had plenty of time all day to go somewhere else,

25

haven't they?
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A.

Well, in that situation it would be what we call

2

turbulent flow.

And I think this is exactly what

3

George was alluding to.

4

issue where we have all these toxins that are actually

5

suspended and aerosols that are suspended in the air

6

and they'll be in the plume that will directly align

7

with the -- with the surrounding hills that are higher

8

elevation.

9

as she said, it will flow downstream, it will be

So now we have the opposite

And this plume in this turbulent flow will,

10

dispersed, but as soon as it hits these ridges it's

11

going to precipitate on these ridges.

12

the opposite concern of all these health areas and the

13

baseball fields and the fairgrounds, all these places

14

that are then going to be aligned because they're to

15

the northeast to -- getting the impact of these

16

aerosols during the day.

17

So we've got a one-two punch here.

So then we have

We've got the

18

river affected during the inversion and we've got all

19

these areas that are potentially you do not want to

20

have toxins in them to the northeast that are going to

21

be affected with this turbulent flow.

22

to get it from both directions.

So we're going

23

Q.

And the property to the northeast is wooded, is it not?

24

A.

I think they said there was a childcare center and a

25
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Q.

Before you get to the areas up here to the north that

2

you're talking about, it's all wooded, isn't it?

3

around the quarry, it's not rock, it's wooded.

4

A.

Well, right -- but this is the microclimate.

Right

That's

5

why I brought up the issue with the children.

6

it's a very, very localized effect.

7

know, 10, 15 feet away from the other kid and they had

8

completely different temperatures.

9

they're doing the asphalt plant is rock, it's not

10
11

I mean,

One kid was, you

Where -- where

wooded and it's a localized effect that is our issue.
Q.

You told me earlier, you told us and the board earlier

12

that soil and forest doesn't cool off as fast as the

13

rock.

14

A.

Yes, I did.

15

Q.

That's good.

16

A.

And it's rock right around the asphalt plant.

17

R E D I R E C T

18

Q.

Thank you.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

And just to demonstrate your testimony, you're talking

19

about if you're looking at this map which has been

20

marked as Opposition Exhibit 2, everything to the south

21

and east, that's all unvegetated, rock quarry, which

22

cools off faster than the surrounding area and creates

23

this microclimate that you're talking about?

24
25

A.

Exactly.

And it's a canyon, it's an actual cove is the

word that they were using, that will bring it directly
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down into the river.

2

Q.

And what brings it directly down, the wind?

3

A.

The inversion.

4

The slow dense air as it oozes down

towards the river carrying its contaminants with it.

5

MR. GULDEN:

Those would be my questions.

6

R E C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

7

Q.

8
9

Of course, if the plant was cut off the contaminants
would float away from there before it got cool?

A.

10
11

BY MR. SNEED:

I also heard that the plant could be operating in the
evening time and night time depending on demand.

Q.

I'm not asking you about what you heard, I said -- the

12

question was if the plant's cut off at five o'clock and

13

then the sun goes down, whatever was going -- whatever

14

is being put down is being dispersed out on a clear

15

sunny day where there's heat on the earth and

16

convection before this inversion happens?

17

A.

If.

18

MR. SNEED:

19

F U R T H E R

20

Q.

That's all.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

In perfect conditions where the sun is out and the

21

asphalt plant stops at five o'clock, this dispersion

22

may happen, correct?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Then let me add this.

25

Is that your testimony?

And then I would like to add -If they're operating at night or

in the morning at periods of time where the conditions
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aren't perfect and inversions are occurring, will the

2

plumes, will the air disperse as Mr. Sneed was asking?

3

A.

It will not.

In fact, I've seen these smog -- these

4

fogbanks last in the fall.

5

midday I've seen them.

6

you know very well how long these fogbanks can exist in

7

two different times of the year.

8

-- it's not just an inversion from late evening till

9

early morning.

10
11

Q.

I mean, they can go until

I mean, people, local people

So it's not just an

These fogbanks can be persistent.

Thank you, Mr. Basist.
MR. TUZIW:

No more questions.

I have a question.

In a previous

12

life, I dealt with this.

13

clear days but temperature inversions can

14

frequently happen on cloudy days too, and low

15

ceilings can last for hours on into the

16

afternoon also, right?

17

THE WITNESS:

He's talking about

That's actually -- I'm glad you

18

brought up that point because if there's a

19

cloud cover then you're not getting the solar

20

insulation, you're not getting the heating of

21

the surface which is creating unstable air

22

and turbulent flow.

23

would, again, if you had a cloud bank or if

24

clouds came in in the afternoon, immediately

25

the inversion would start much, much earlier

So in that scenario, you
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because as soon as the surface started to

2

cool off in this rocky area, it would cool

3

off very rapidly, you'd get, basically, the

4

cold air -- you would get the cold air

5

starting to dam up and flowing towards the

6

river at a much earlier time.

7

MR. TUZIW:

And this frequently occurs along

8

rivers?

9

THE WITNESS:

10

MR. TUZIW:

I'm sorry?
And this frequently occurs along

11

rivers?

12

THE WITNESS:

Yeah.

The rivers are ideal for it

13

because they're the lowest-lying area and

14

where the cold dense air will naturally

15

propagate.

16
17
18

MR. TUZIW:

I always wondered why they built

airports around rivers.
THE WITNESS:

Well, I remember one time I was

19

trying to land in Asheville and it was in the

20

fogbank and we circled and circled and

21

circled and finally flew back to Atlanta and

22

waited for the fogbank to disperse so we

23

could finally land in Asheville.

24
25

MR. TUZIW:

So, yes.

I remember spinning airplanes for many

hours while we're waiting for the fogbanks to
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clear.

2

MR. GULDEN:

3

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

4

(WHEREUPON, the hearing recessed at 8:09 p.m. and

5

No follow-up questions.
We will take a 10-minute break.

reconvened at 8:28 p.m.)

6

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

7

Are we ready to call the next

witness?

8

MR. GULDEN:

9

MR. SNEED:

10

I am.
Can I put Ms. -- the real estate lady

on so she can get back with her children?

11

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

12

MR. SNEED:

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

14

MR. GULDEN:

Oh, has she made it in?

She's here.
Okay.

Are you okay with it?

Yeah, if -- 15 minutes because we

15

have one out-of-state more witness that we'd

16

like to call.

17

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

18

Okay.

Please remember that

you're still under oath.

19

MS. CARMICHAEL:

20

I do.

Thank you.

LYNN CARMICHAEL, previously identified

21

and sworn was examined and testified as follows:

22

D I R E C T

23

Q.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. SNEED:

Ms. Carmichael, you were asked to provide some

24

additional values with regard to the 2700 Asheville

25

Highway, Hendersonville plant.

Have you done so?
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A.

Yes, I have.

2

Q.

Let me show you Exhibit 51 and ask if you can identify

3

it.

4

(WHEREUPON, Applicant Exhibit Number 51 was marked

5

for identification and passed to the witness

6

for review)

7

A.

Yes, that is my further analysis.

8

Q.

And is it correct?

9

A.

It is correct, yes.

10

MR. SNEED:

11

(WHEREUPON, Applicant Exhibit Number 51 was

12
13

offered into evidence)
Q.

14
15

We'd offer Exhibit 51 into evidence.

Now, could you explain to the board what is shown on
that exhibit?

A.

The first chart which is titled 2700 Asheville Highway

16

Hendersonville Median Values shows the median values

17

from 1999 through -- to year-to-date, 2019.

18

it on an annual basis.

19

median values within a half-mile radius of the

20

Asheville plant.

21

values within a one-mile radius and the third column

22

shows the median values within a five-mile radius.

23

It shows

The first column shows the

The second column shows the median

Three out of the '19-'20 time periods that were

24

analyzed showed that the median values were less within

25

the half-mile radius as opposed to the one-mile radius
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and one of those time periods was actually before the

2

plant was constructed.

3

18-year period since the plant was constructed the

4

median values were less within a half-mile radius as

5

opposed to the one-mile radius.

6

that there is no negative impact on the residential

7

values because of the existence of that asphalt plant.

8

So only two periods within an

So one has to conclude

What we would expect to see if there was a

9

negative impact would be that the values closer to the

10

plant would be lower and the values as we go further

11

away from the plant.

12

shown in the numbers and these numbers are actual

13

numbers taken from the regional MLS, which is the

14

Multiple Listing Service which is what the brokers use

15

to advertise their sales and the closed properties, the

16

properties that have closed and sold.

17

Q.

18
19

But that's actually not what is

You also had a group of values for 47 Big Cove Road,
Waynesville?

A.

Yes.

He -- the last witness that was on the stand on

20

Monday night stated that in his opinion the property

21

that was most similar to the property here in Madison

22

County was the one in Waynesville.

23

decided to take a look at that Waynesville property and

24

took a look at the past five years because the board

25

members wanted to look at -- take a look at more of the
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recent numbers.

2

five-year period and just take a look at what is mean

3

value saying.

4

So I thought I'll take a look at a

When we go back to 2014 they're equal within the

5

half mile and the one-mile radius.

And when we looked

6

further into that, two of the -- two years it's less

7

within a half-mile radius, two of the years it's less

8

-- or it's greater within the half-mile radius.

9

really, it's just a market fluctuation.

So

I'm not seeing

10

a consistent pattern.

11

negative impact on the property values because of the

12

existence of the plant, I would expect to see a

13

consistent pattern.

14

pattern since -- since one of those periods the values

15

are equal and two of the -- two of those years the

16

values are greater within the half-mile radius, there

17

-- I have to conclude that there's no negative impact

18

of the existence of the asphalt plant, even in the

19

Waynesville area.

20

MR. TUZIW:

In order for there to be a

And since there's not consistent

So when you did the study on the

21

Waynesville plant, did you subtract all the

22

high-dollar homes out of there?

23

THE WITNESS:

I only looked within a half mile,

24

one mile and five-mile radius of the asphalt

25

plant.
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2
3

MR. TUZIW:

So how many high-dollar homes are in

the half mile, one mile, five-mile radius?
THE WITNESS:

I -- I did not track the absolute

4

upper limits, I only looked at the median

5

values and going back for a five-year period.

6

MR. TUZIW:

The reason I'm asking that is because

7

Mr. Sneed was concerned that the other guy's

8

numbers were skewed because those high-dollar

9

homes were in his study.

So I'm curious, are

10

those same high-dollar homes five miles out

11

that he was concerned about on the other

12

study, are they included in your study or

13

have they been subtracted from your study?

14

THE WITNESS:

Nothing has been subtracted from my

15

study.

16

asphalt plant.

17
18
19

I just looked at the radius from the

MR. TUZIW:

So you're showing the same high-dollar

homes too?
THE WITNESS:

Not necessarily, no.

No, because

20

I'm not looking at the whole zip code.

The

21

whole zip code, you're getting a whole mix of

22

properties in there.

23

radius around a plant, you're taking -- and

24

also if we go back to my full study, by

25

taking a look at a radius around a plant and

By looking at the
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a radius around a control group, you're

2

comparing apples to apples, okay.

3

-- you've got an asphalt plant and what is --

4

what is it within certain mileage points from

5

that plant.

6

over here to a massive property that includes

7

everything under the sun.

8

mile, one mile and five-mile radius and I'm

9

applying that consistently to all the

10
11

You've got

I'm not comparing one property

I'm taking a half

properties I look at.
MR. TUZIW:

Okay.

So you're showing the dollar

12

figures amounts each year, what those are,

13

the averages going, and in a 13-year period

14

stretch going 2006 to 2018, six were declines

15

from the previous year, seven were increases

16

from the previous year.

17

correlate and relate to the historical

18

increases in values in the region?

19

THE WITNESS:

20

region.

21

property surrounding the plant.

22

MR. TUZIW:

23

THE WITNESS:

24

MR. TUZIW:

25

Okay.

How does that

I didn't look at the entire

I took a look at the plant and the

But you are a real estate appraiser?
Yes, I am.
You are aware of what the values in

the region whether they're -- you know,
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different regions of the country doing better

2

than other regions in the country.

3

THE WITNESS:

4

MR. TUZIW:

Absolutely.
Is this typical for our region as a

5

whole or is this different than our region as

6

a whole --

7

THE WITNESS:

No, this is -- what I -- the pattern

8

I've seen here is consistent with the pattern

9

than I see overall throughout the years.

10

Throughout the years.

11

the one property where I looked at from 1999,

12

and again, the reason I went back to 1999 on

13

that property is because it was constructed

14

in 2001.

15

happened prior to the construction and what

16

happened after the construction.

17

plant up in Waynesville was constructed, I

18

think, in the 1980s, so too far to go back

19

and do a whole thing.

20

and took a look at five years.

21

is consistent with what has happened in the

22

region where we had a buildup, we had a slump

23

and then we had a buildup again.

24

consistent, yes.

25

MR. TUZIW:

We've -- we had from

So I wanted to take a look at what

Okay.

The

That's why I went back
But, yes, it

So it is

Is it consistent with say, the
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Carolinas as a whole?

2

THE WITNESS:

3

Yes,

Western.

4

MR. TUZIW:

5

MR. GULDEN:

6

MR. SNEED:

7

MR. GULDEN:

8

MR. SNEED:

9

Thank you.
Just a few questions.
I -Oh, pardon.
I'm not done, I've got one more

question and then I'll be done.

10

BY MR. SNEED:

11

Q.

12
13

Western North Carolina, yes.

So when you did your study, explain how you selected a
control group.

A.

Okay.

What -- with a control group, and I'll just --

14

I'll just actually take a step back here.

15

all, when I was asked to do this study, excuse me.

16

When I was asked to do this study I initially did not

17

respond because I had to know what I was going to be

18

saying and what I was going to be doing and if I could

19

not support what they wanted me to support then I had

20

to decline the job, decline the assignment.

21

some initial research and then I got back to Mr. Sneed

22

and said okay, my initial research is supporting the

23

fact that there is no negative impact on the

24

residential property values and that's when I accepted

25

the assignment, only after I had done some initial
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research.

2

And so what my theory was is that if I looked at

3

-- if I looked at an asphalt plant and again, like I

4

stated the other night, I went on to the Association of

5

Asphalt Pavers Association, their website and took

6

their map and that's -- that was what was entered into

7

evidence and I selected all the plants that I had

8

access to MLS information.

9

I selected.

So there were seven of them

I didn't take one and say no, I'm not

10

going to use that one because it's not going to support

11

what I'm going to say.

12

in Western North Carolina area that I had access to the

13

MLS.

I took all the plants that were

14

And my theory in doing this study was that if

15

there was a negative impact on value out of these seven

16

plants that I was looking at, what I would see is I

17

would see a consistent pattern of values, residential

18

property values being less closer to the plant and then

19

spikes in the value as we go out.

20

if that was because of the plant or because of other

21

factors, I selected a control group.

22

last witness on Monday night said that control groups

23

can be biased.

24

be biased if that's the way you select them.

25

selected my control group, it had to be outside the

But in order to see

And I know the

And yes, absolutely, control groups can
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one-mile radius because if I'm -- if you choose a

2

control group within a one-mile radius, I'm getting all

3

the same data.

4

radius and the closest -- the closest control property

5

that had the same components as the existing site and

6

that it had a mix of residential, commercial and

7

industrial.

8
9

So it had to be outside of the one-mile

So outside of that one-mile radius for each
asphalt plant that I looked at, I examined the area and

10

chose an area that had industrial, residential and

11

commercial within closest proximity yet outside the

12

one-mile radius.

13

was -- I wasn't going to choose one that was 20 miles

14

away because, hey, it's answer -- gave me any answers I

15

wanted.

16

radius yet the closest that was outside the one-mile

17

radius so there was no bias in the control groups that

18

I chose.

19

No.

So that eliminated the bias.

There

It was, it had to be outside the one-mile

And I chose a control group because it gives you

20

the best form of analysis.

If I'm going to take a look

21

at what happens within the radiuses of an asphalt plant

22

and then what happens within a zip code, I'm comparing

23

an apple to an orange.

24

different things.

25

an asphalt plant and I have a property over here that

It's totally -- totally

You've got -- if I have -- if I have
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has the same components as the current site,

2

commercial, residential and industrial, then I am

3

comparing apples to apples and I can see what happens

4

between the asphalt plant and the control group.

5

if I see significant differences between the asphalt

6

plant and the control group, then I know the asphalt

7

plant is causing a negative impact.

8

consistent pattern between the asphalt plant and my

9

control group, then I have to conclude that there's no

And

But if I see a

10

negative impact because of the asphalt plant because

11

it's having the same pattern as my control group.

12

I did a study of the seven plants with seven control

13

groups.

14

Q.

15

And

Let me show you Exhibit 52 and ask you what it is.
(WHEREUPON, Applicant Exhibit Number 52 was marked

16

for identification and passed to the witness

17

for review)

18

A.

This is my study, yes.

19

Q.

The other study?

20

A.

The study that I did, yes.

21

Q.

Is it true?

22

A.

It's a market impact study.

23

MR. SNEED:

24

(WHEREUPON, Applicant Exhibit Number 52 was

25

We'd offer 52 into evidence.

offered into evidence)
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MR. SNEED:

That's all the questions I have.

2

C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

3

Q.

BY MR. GULDEN:

Your control group was looking at properties around

4

other similarly situated industrial complexes, is that

5

what you're saying?

6

A.

Yes.

Yes, within close proximity to each asphalt plant

7

that I looked at yet outside of the one-mile radius.

8

Like I said on Monday night, for the one, let's say in

9

Black Mountain, there is an industrial property right

10

across the street, I could have used that.

11

mean, it's right across the street, I'm looking at

12

exactly the same data.

13

mile radius but as close as possible.

14

Q.

But -- I

So I went with outside the one-

And so what this shows me, you're looking at a half-

15

mile radius and one-mile radius, you're -- what this

16

shows me that the effect of an asphalt plant has a huge

17

impact on property within one mile of that facility.

18

Isn't that what that shows?

19

expect immediate rise of homes five miles away to be in

20

this mix group.

21

that an asphalt plant has an extreme negative effect on

22

property as far away as one mile.

23

A.

No.

If it didn't you would

And so really what your study shows is

No, it doesn't.

No, it does not.

What it shows

24

is that with -- if -- if the values within a half-mile

25

radius are greater than the values within a one-mile
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radius then the asphalt plant is having no negative

2

impact and, therefore, you can't say that the further

3

away it's going to have a negative impact.

4

doesn't have a negative impact within a one-mile radius

5

then within a five-mile radius it does not have a

6

negative impact.

7

Q.

If it

In the one -- in the half-mile radius did you take out

8

all of the $5 million homes and mobile homes that may

9

have skewed your median?

10

A.

No, I took a look at everything and that is consistent.

11

I need to be consistent in my analysis and if I'm not

12

consistent then it's not worth the paper it's written

13

on.

14

property that I looked at.

15

homes, some are going to have low homes.

16

at the median values with taking account, into account

17

everything that's in that.

18

Q.

So I was consistent and that is with every

Right.

Some are going to have high
I took a look

And you could have broken apart your study one

19

mile, five mile and seven-mile radius determining the

20

median, right, you could have?

21

A.

Yes, I could have gone to different radiuses, yes.

22

Q.

Right.

And if that was the case then the asphalt plant

23

would have a negative effect on 100 percent of the

24

median home prices within a mile radius of an asphalt

25

plant.

That's what this study shows.
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A.

But you were the one that was more concerned about

2

getting it closer because you were the one that was

3

asking me on Monday night why wasn't I looking at 800

4

feet from it.

5

Q.

That's --

6

A.

So -- so my -- my analysis, I wanted to take a look at

7

anything that's closest to the plant and then go just

8

incrementally further away.

9

miles it --

When you get beyond five

10

Q.

No impact.

11

A.

I -- I would suspect there to be minimal impact.

12

Q.

But 100 percent of the homes within a one-mile radius

13

of the Rogers plant in Hendersonville have a negative

14

impact because otherwise you see impact, you see the

15

lowest median price in the five mile if it was just a

16

random sampling.

17

homes closer but I appreciate your study because what

18

it shows is that homes within a mile of an asphalt

19

plant have a negative effect.

20

A.

No.

I mean, so yes, I was asking for

Absolutely not.

Because then -- then we would see

21

within a half-mile radius the values even lower.

So if

22

we brought higher values within the half-mile radius we

23

cannot say that within a one-mile radius they're

24

impacted.

25

mile, they're not impacted within a one mile.

No, if they're not impacted within a half
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Q.

They are impacted within one mile.

2

A.

They can't be if they're not impacted within a half

3

mile.

4

within a half-mile radius of the asphalt plant I cannot

5

say that because the values are lower within a one-mile

6

radius that it's because of the asphalt plant.

7

was because of the asphalt plant the values would be

8

lower within a half-mile radius.

9

Q.

Okay.

If they're -- if the values are higher

If it

So you're telling the board that if you want to protect

10

their property values buy closer to an asphalt plant

11

because if you live between a half mile and a mile away

12

you're property really stinks in value?

13

this report says.

14

A.

That's not what I'm saying.
Okay.

That's what

That's not what I'm

15

saying.

What I am saying and what the numbers

16

show, okay because I'm just reporting what the numbers

17

say absolutely.

18

the -- within a half-mile radius of the plant in

19

Hendersonville on Asheville Highway, most of the time,

20

in fact, out of the 20 period -- year periods that I

21

looked at, only three times the values were lower.

22

other 17 times the values were higher within a half-

23

mile radius.

24

mile radius of the asphalt plant then I cannot say that

25

as you go further out they're negatively impacted by

What the numbers say is that within

The

If the values are higher within a half-
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the asphalt plant because if they're not negatively

2

impacted within the half-mile radius the asphalt plant

3

can't affect you further out if it doesn't affect you

4

when it's closer in.

5

sense.

6

Q.

I mean, it just doesn't make

And you can't give that opinion about the Waynesville

7

because at least 50 percent of the time the property is

8

within a half mile.

9

A.

Well, okay and -- and actually with the Waynesville

10

plant, since it's 50 percent of the time, what it can

11

conclude is, you know, it's not the asphalt plant, it's

12

something to do with the market because you would see

13

-- if there was a negative impact because of the

14

asphalt plant you would see it on a consistent basis.

15

The numbers don't show it.

16

actual numbers taken from the MLS.

17

show a consistent pattern; therefore, it's not.

18

negative impact here is not a result of the asphalt

19

plant.

20

see it negative, or we'd see it lower than a half-mile

21

radius all the time.

22

Q.

23
24
25

The numbers -- these are
The numbers do not
Any

If it was a result of the asphalt plant we'd

Did you count how many houses are within a half mile of
the Hendersonville plant?

A.

No, I did not -- or actually, yes I did, actually.
Okay.

Not, I did not count how many houses there are,
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2

no I did not.
Q.

3

Sorry, I did not.

So you don't know if there was one, two or 300 houses
within a half mile of Hendersonville asphalt plant?

4

A.

No.

5

Q.

You don't know how many were within a mile?

6

A.

I do not.

7
8

No, I don't.

Okay.

What I do -- what I do know is that

-Q.

Answer my question, you don't know that, and so what

9

this shows is that 100 percent of the time if you own

10

property within a mile of an asphalt plant it's going

11

to be less valuable than if you own property further

12

away such as five miles?

13

A.

No.

Absolutely not.

What it is saying, what my

14

numbers are recording is that based on the numbers,

15

based on the sale, the actual sales within the MLS, the

16

actual sales that are recorded, there was no negative

17

impact on values within a half-mile radius of the

18

asphalt plant.

19

have a negative impact on the residential property

20

values.

21

else.

Therefore, the asphalt plant did not

That is what my report is showing, nothing

22

MR. GULDEN:

23

MR. SNEED:

24

MR. GULDEN:

25

MR. TUZIW:

No other questions.
May she be excused?
Yes.
I've got one.
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MR. GULDEN:

2

MR. TUZIW:

Oh, sorry.
So half mile out we see an impact,

3

just think of it as drawing a circle around

4

half mile out.

5

Does the mile out ones could be affected by

6

something else outside of the mile if it

7

falls within a half mile of that it could be

8

affecting those values too?

9
10
11
12

THE WITNESS:

Absolutely.

MR. TUZIW:

there could be factors that help it?

14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Absolutely, yeah.

MR. SNEED:

17

THE WITNESS:

18

MR. TUZIW:

No

Thank you, ma'am, you're excused.
Thank you.
Thank you for giving me what I asked

for.

20

THE WITNESS:

21

MR. GULDEN:

Okay.

Thank you.

We call Chief Scott Austin to the

stand if he's still in the courtroom.

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

Any other questions?

questions from the board.

16

22

There

There could be factors that hurt it,

THE WITNESS:

19

Absolutely.

could be other factors that are impacting it.

13

15

Then you've got a mile out.

Will you state your name?

Scott Austin.

CHIEF SCOTT AUSTIN, being first duly
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identified and sworn was examined and testified as follows:

2

D I R E C T

3

Q.

4
5

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

Mr. Austin, if you could tell the board members where
you reside and how you're employed.

A.

I am from Union, South Carolina and I am employed with

6

one of our local bearing manufacturers down there,

7

Timken Bearing Manufacturing Company but I'm also the

8

local fire chief over the Bonham fire district.

9

Q.

10
11

And as the fire chief, what are some of your duties and
responsibilities?

A.

Taking care of the community, the citizens in the

12

community, the industry that we have, day-to-day

13

operations, extinguishing fires when they happen.

14

Q.

15

And as part of the industries in your community which
you watch over, do you have an asphalt plant?

16

A.

Yes, we do.

17

Q.

And how long has that asphalt plant been established in

18

Union County?

19

A.

That asphalt plant was built in Union County in 2010.

20

Q.

And recently did some episode happen that required your

21

attention out at the asphalt plant?

22

A.

Oh, yes, most definitely.

23

Q.

And tell the board what happened.

24

A.

At our facility, we have a 2.1 million gallon liquid

25

asphalt, I call it liquid asphalt storage facility.
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actually caught fire between the outer shell and the

2

inner wall of the tank.

3

space of insulation in between the outer shell and the

4

actual tank holding the product.

5

was ran over out of the tank and got in between those

6

two spaces and actually caught the insulation on fire.

7

Q.

8
9

The insulation, is six-inch

This liquid asphalt

And was this, was this a big fire?

I mean, that may

not be the right way to describe a fire.
A.

Yes, it was a major incident because we was there 27

10

hours.

11

had to have 800 gallons of foam hauled in from Safe

12

Industries that we was going to need to help

13

distinguish this facility.

14

that facility, we need 1500 gallons of foam and we need

15

to be able to flow 2,000 gallons of water a minute for

16

an hour.

17

Q.

18
19

We flowed eight million gallons of water and we

All together we need for

And how many units, if that's the correct term, how
many ladders responded --

A.

We had two platform trucks on-scene and four or five

20

engines on-scene with ground monitor nozzles flowing on

21

its tank.

22
23

Q.

How -MR. SNEED:

I object to the relevance of this

24

evidence.

This is a -- this was a plant, had

25

two million gallons worth of asphalt and it's
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distributing asphalt fluids and it caught

2

fire, it had nothing to do with a little

3

asphalt plant.

4

MR. GULDEN:

5

It's an asphalt plant, it's an

asphalt plant, is an asphalt plant.

6

MR. SNEED:

7

MR. GULDEN:

The --

Not so.
The relevancy is the risk of fire is

8

directly related to the health, safety and

9

welfare of individuals living in that

10

community.

11

MR. SNEED:

12

It's absolutely relevant.

This is a liquid emulsions plant that

distributes asphalt liquids.

13

MR. GULDEN:

Does it create --

14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I -- I would sustain.

If it's

15

not the same type plant then I would -- the

16

circumstances could not be replicated.

17

BY MR. GULDEN:

18

Q.

19

Was it a double-walled asphalt cement tank that caught
fire?

20

A.

Correct, yes.

21

Q.

And have you seen the site plant corrected but

22

nonetheless the site plan that lists an asphalt cement

23

tank with a double-wall construction?

24

A.

Yes, I have.

25

Q.

So is that the kind of tank that caught fire that
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2

you're talking about?
A.

3
4

That is absolutely correct.

That is the same type tank

that caught fire.
Q.

Are you familiar with the NFPA standards that --

5

related to the federally mandated, the nationwide

6

mandate of what is supposed to have close to double-

7

walled asphalt cement tanks?

8

A.

9

Double-walled asphalt tanks and any other facility,
NFPA standards state that you're supposed to have a

10

fire hydrant located no further than 600 feet from any

11

facility and you must have fire hydrants down the main

12

highway running in front of the facility and up the

13

highway no further than 500 feet apart.

14

Q.

15
16

And what is the NFPA?

If you can explain that to the

board, what is the -A.

That's National Fire Protection Act.

That is a

17

standard that all fire departments and all fire

18

fighters go by and all building inspectors are supposed

19

to use NFPA standard.

20

Q.

21

And is that applicable nationwide regardless of the
state and the location?

22

A.

That's nationwide, that's regardless.

23

Q.

And that relates to asphalt cement tanks that have a

24
25

double-wall construction?
A.

That is correct.
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Q.

Are there any other best practices that asphalt plants

2

that contain asphalt cement tanks with double-wall

3

standards have to have?

4

A.

You're going to need, by NFPA Code 11, that's where

5

you're going to figure up your foam concentrate at,

6

you're going to need to have foam on the site depending

7

on the size of the tank.

8

our tank, 95-foot diameter tank, we had to have 1500

9

gallons of foam on site.

10

Q.

Like I said, in our case, in

And that would be of course reduced depending on the

11

size of the tank, you had -- you had an enormous tank,

12

but this is a 30,000-gallon tank, it would be reduced?

13

A.

That's -- that is correct, that would be reduced.

14

Q.

But NFPA's Code 11 still require a certain amount of

15

foam --

16

A.

Exactly, that's where you figure that up at, NFPA 11.

17

Q.

If the closest hydrant to a double-walled asphalt tank

18

was 2700 feet away, would that meet the NFPA code?

19

A.

Negative.

It would not.

20

Q.

What is the risk of not having a fire hydrant within

21

that code -- the proximity stated in the code, what's

22

the risk?

23

A.

The risk is if it does catch on fire, how are you going

24

to put it out?

I mean, let's be realistic here.

25

catches on fire and you can't provide water, how are
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you going to put it out?

2

extinguish it?

3

until the product burns completely up.

4

Q.

5

How are you going to

It's just going to sit there and burn

And in these -- are you familiar with asphalt plants
generally in your operations?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Do these asphalt cement tanks, do they ever cool -- if

8
9

they're in operation do they ever cool completely?
A.

No, not the liquid asphalt itself, it never cools.

10

They have to maintain anywhere between 300, 360 degrees

11

for this product to be ready, so to speak, in the

12

morning when they come up and fire the plant up and

13

start mixing your rock and your sand, actually start

14

making the asphalt that you drive on on the highway.

15

Q.

16
17

And with keeping it that hot and in close proximity to
a diesel tank, what risk is there with that?

A.

Keeping it in proximity to a diesel tank can lower the

18

flashpoint because the diesel has a lower flashpoint

19

than asphalt does.

20

standard, you can look it up.

21

that, on our facility by an outfit out in Texas and

22

they specified that in our study that when you put a

23

diesel tank close proximity to this asphalt tank, you

24

lower the flashpoint.

25

the temperature that it takes for this product to

That is also NFPA, in that
We had a study done

And what the flashpoint is, is
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ignite.

2

than if you put the diesel there because the diesel has

3

a lower flashpoint.

4

before the asphalt does then you're going to turn

5

around and you're going to catch the asphalt on fire.

6

It is much higher without the diesel there

MR. GULDEN:

Diesel going to catch on fire

Those would be my questions.

7

C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

8

Q.

9

Mr. Austin, I understand from news reports that
actually liquid asphalt cooled and sealed -- sealed it

10
11

BY MR. SNEED:

off.
A.

What was on the outer shell did.

The product that was

12

inside the tank did not.

It stays in that tank and can

13

-- if they shut that tank down it'll stay there and

14

help maintain that heat up to 10 days.

15

Q.

I'm talking about your fire.

16

A.

Yes, at that particular point where it came out, yes,

17

it did seal and plug the hole up for a brief period of

18

time because it was ran over and it was the spillage

19

that was burning on the outside of the tank in between

20

the walls.

21

burning at that point.

22

peeled it, the outer shell off and revealed more

23

insulation that was smouldering.

24
25

Q.

Once we cooled it down that product quit
Then it had reignited as we

So the diesel has to catch on fire first to lower the - to lower the flashpoint of the asphalt, is that what
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2

you're saying?
A.

I'm saying you have to take into consideration the

3

asphalt has a flashpoint of six, 700 degrees.

4

has a flashpoint of 262 degrees.

5

first?

6

out of the equation.

7

now of its entire product, diesel and asphalt as being

8

262 degrees because you're going to catch the diesel on

9

fire first.

10
11

262 degree diesel.

Diesel

What's going to burn

So you can take the asphalt

You got to figure the flashpoint

And then once in turn it starts burning

it's going to heat up and catch the asphalt on fire.
Q.

I see what you're saying.

So approximately how much

12

foam do you think you'd have to have for a 30,000

13

gallon tank?

14

A.

Without doing the calculations in the NFPA standard off

15

the top of my head, I would probably say somewhere in

16

the neighborhood, probably about 500 gallons.

17

just me guessing, you've got to the NFPA standard foam

18

calculations, the calculation to be able figure that

19

exactly.

20
21

Q.

Thank you, sir.
MR. GULDEN:

Nothing -- nothing further.

22

you, Mr. Austin.

23

Dr. McGhee, Dr. Terrence McGhee.

24
25

That's

Chief Austin.

Thank

We'd call

DR. TERRENCE MCGHEE, being first duly
identified and sworn was examined and testified as follows:
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CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

2

THE WITNESS:

3

Would you state your name?

My name is Terrence McGhee,

M-c-G-h-e-e, and Terrence is T-e-r-r-e-n-c-e.

4

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

5

D I R E C T

6

Q.

Thank you.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

And I called you Dr. McGhee, but can you explain, and

7

if you don't -- can you explain to the board your

8

education and background?

9

A.

Yes, I've been a physician for 42 years.

I went to

10

medical school at a medical college in Georgia and I

11

did my internship and residency in Winston-Salem at the

12

North Carolina Baptist Hospital, internship in internal

13

medicine and residency in neurology and psychiatry.

14

am -- that's now affiliated with Wake Forest

15

University, it was Bowman Gray at the time.

16

I

As I say, I'm board certified in neurology and I'm

17

board certified in psychiatry.

18

Asheville for 36 years as a neurologist and I maintain

19

a current license in the state of North Carolina,

20

medical license.

21

Q.

And I practiced in

And as a neurologist if you can explain to the board,

22

what is it that is that specific practice area?

23

does being a doctor of neurology do?

24
25

A.

Right.

What

What is it?

Neurology is a -- we are specifically

specialized in taking care of the organs of the body
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which include the brain, spinal cord and the nerves and

2

muscles.

3

patients with stroke, Parkinson's disease, brain tumor,

4

seizures.

5

paraplegic, accidents, small sclerosis kind of thing.

6

And the critical nervous system we have things like

7

muscular dystrophy or peripheral neuropathies.

8

Q.

9

And for instance in brain we would have

Spinal cord we have patients with weakness,

And do you have experience in the field of neurology on
how specific volatile organic compounds for small

10

particulate matters may affect the health of

11

individuals?

12

A.

As far as volatile organic compounds and particulate

13

matters, I did not see that in the course of my

14

everyday practice.

15

Q.

Okay.

What -- what health effects -- well, in your

16

everyday course of practice, what were the areas that

17

you participated in related to potentially increase in

18

pollutants or increase in toxins?

19

A.

Yes.

I did a lot of -- a lot of patients with

20

cardiovascular disease which would be the heart, the

21

peripheral blood vessels, the brain, so these patients

22

might have stroke, might heart attacks.

23

association with my neurological patients, many of them

24

had internal medicine problems, in fact, I would say

25

almost of them did.

I had in

So I would see patients with
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different types of medical problems such as kidney

2

failure, different type of cancers, cancers of the

3

brain, cancer of the skin, lung, this kind of thing.

4

Q.

5
6

related to a wide variety of things?
A.

7
8

Yes, they were related to many different things.

A lot

of times we didn't know the exact cause.
Q.

9
10

And those cancers and kidney failures, were they

And are you familiar with the proposed asphalt plant
and its location?

A.

Yes.

And from attending these meetings and doing

11

research, I believe I have some familiarity with it,

12

yes.

13

Q.

And you're here testifying as a medical doctor, do you

14

have concerns about, or what concerns do you have about

15

the asphalt plant?

16

A.

Well, as a medical doctor and in looking at the

17

research of many different sources, I'm really looking

18

for evidence; I'm looking for facts.

19

opinion on those, on that evidence and on those facts.

20

And I'm concerned as are many of the residents that

21

first of all, we know that there's 159 emissions,

22

chemical emissions from an asphalt plant and that the

23

North Carolina Department of Air Quality has declared

24

97 of these to be toxic air pollutants.

25

pollutants, in other words, pollution that will be
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harmful to the health of human beings.

2

hear this information and we know that our, perhaps our

3

most vulnerable population is going to be right next to

4

these plants, in other words, that as we've talked

5

about already here, the nursing home with elderly

6

patients and patients with pre-existing disease, the

7

children from age zero to five years old in the daycare

8

centers.

9

MR. SNEED:

I object.

And so when we

There's no factual basis

10

that he's been able to bring forward, just

11

speculating on situations that we haven't had

12

any scientific evidence from him at all.

13

MR. GULDEN:

I don't know that -- he was

14

testifying to the location of these

15

facilities and I'm happy to --

16

BY MR. GULDEN:

17

Q.

The facilities that you were talking about that are in

18

close proximity with -- that are potentially sensitive

19

receptors, I'm going to show you what I've marked,

20

previously marked as Opposition Exhibit 2.

21

saying that some of the individuals that may be -- is

22

it your testimony that some of the individuals that may

23

be affected by the 97 toxins that have been described

24

by the state of North Carolina are in close proximity

25

to the asphalt plant?

You were

Is that what your testimony was?
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A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And where are those individuals, if you can just

3
4

describe them for the board.
A.

Right.

So in the nursing home, the Elderberry Nursing

5

Home, there are, I think, somewhere around 80 to 85

6

patients now.

7

mile of the proposed asphalt plant and these patients

8

are particularly susceptible.

9

the by the, for instance, the Salisbury 2007 study,

This is within just less than a half a

We have been told that

10

that particulate matter was elevated there and there is

11

a specific warning about patients -- I usually talk

12

about patients as a medical doctor, so I should just

13

say about persons.

14

those persons with pre-existing disease or elderly

15

patients or children are at most risk, particularly

16

with particulate matter.

17

about the patients in the Elderberry -- at least almost

18

half of them have COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary

19

disease and most of the rest of them have congestive

20

heart failure just right there.

There's a specific warning that

So knowing that warning, what

21

So we have a population that we have been warned

22

about by the CDC and the Salisbury study of 2007 that

23

we should take special precaution about persons that

24

might have these pre-existing diseases.

25

children who are rapidly developing and incorporating
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all of these chemicals into their bodies as they're

2

rapidly growing.

3

that get in could cause absolutely permanent damage to

4

them and it's irreversible.

5

systems because they're underdeveloped, they play

6

outside, they stir up toxins, they breathe heavily.

7

we have the very population that we have been warned

8

about from the CDC study in Salisbury in 2007 which is

9

comparable in many ways, that plant, comparable in

And these chemicals if they're toxins

They also have poor immune

So

10

size, comparable because it's being regulated by the

11

North Carolina Department of Air Quality so we can

12

transplant that plant up here and say, we should put

13

that plant right next to the three or four populations

14

of individuals that they warned us not to?

15

very concerning to me.

16

the adverse effects that these toxins air pollution

17

might have on these residents.

18

Q.

And so it's

And I'm really concerned about

And you just mentioned the Salisbury study, have you

19

listened in or heard of the testimony previously given

20

by the applicant?

21

A.

Yes, I have.

22

Q.

And you know they referenced the Salisbury study in an

23

effort to say that it had no adverse effect on people

24

living around the asphalt plant.

25

A.

Yes, they did.
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Q.

And is that true?

2

A.

No.

The Salisbury study had two main conclusions or

3

headline conclusions, if you like.

All right.

And

4

those conclusions were as referenced by the asphalt

5

group, number one, that the volatile organic compounds

6

did not pose a significant health hazard risk at the

7

levels that were determined there and that's good news.

8

We should applaud that.

9

Someone is actually trying to control this.

We should say that's good.
So that

10

part of the study, headline number one, that's good

11

news.

But what about headline number two?

12

Q.

What was headline number 2?

13

A.

Headline number 2 was particulate matter exceeded

14

regulatory levels.

Exceeded regulatory levels.

And

15

now why is that important?

16

breathe in this articulate matter?

17

experience as a physician and my experience in reading

18

the studies.

19

the PM 2.5, these are the dangerous ones.

20

the very bad actors.

21

are small enough to keep going down the branches and

22

the branches of your bronchial tubes until they finally

23

get as far down as they can get and at that point they

24

lodge in the tiny air sacs that are the last pathway

25

between where the air abuts against the blood vessels.

Well, what happens when you
And this is from my

And particularly these very small 2.5,
These are

So you breathe these in.
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And this is where you get the exchange between oxygen

2

and carbon dioxide when you breathe and breathe out.

3

So what happens when these tiny particles penetrate

4

that deeply into the lungs?

5

the body recognizes, this isn't good; this isn't part

6

of self; this is something that is very dangerous and

7

it mounts a really massive immune reaction or an

8

allergic reaction.

9

in short term, it can trigger asthma attacks and if it

Well, the first thing is

And that's what we call asthma, so

10

goes on long enough, more exposure, cumulative levels

11

of exposure, we get COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary

12

disease and these take the form of asthmatic bronchitis

13

or emphysema.

14

are mounting this allergic reaction to these particles

15

which are finely embedded down in the lungs, but the

16

entire cardiovascular system mounts an allergic

17

reaction or immune response, such that in the heart you

18

get coronary artery disease and you get heart attacks,

19

in the brain you get stroke.

20

system has mounted this allergic response that is

21

causing heart attacks and stroke.

22

Q.

And the same thing, not just the lungs

The whole cardiovascular

And you know all of this based upon your medical

23

training and your practice over the last how many

24

years?

25

A.

I've been a physician for 42 years, yes.
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Q.

So what you're testifying to here in front of the board

2

is based upon your medical training and your area of

3

practice over the last 40-some odd years?

4

A.

That's correct.

5

Q.

And do you have an opinion to a medical degree of

6

certainty as to whether this asphalt plant if approved

7

will have an adverse effect on the health and safety of

8

the sensitive receptors living and working and residing

9

in this area?

10

A.

Yes, I do.

11

Q.

And what is that opinion?

12

MR. SNEED:

I object.

He's given us a whole

13

generalization about how bad things can

14

happen from bad things but he doesn't know

15

what the levels are.

16

MR. GULDEN:

And it doesn't matter what the levels

17

are I will say.

18

question.

19

A.

And you can answer that

I can tell you what the levels are of the particulate

20

matter and I can tell you what the levels are of the

21

benzene.

22

elevated at the Salisbury plant on two out of the six

23

occasions.

We haven't even talked about benzene which is

24

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

25

MR. GULDEN:

Proceed.

Thank you Madame Chair, I'm sorry.
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Q.

So go ahead, you can -- so they are allowing us to

2

proceed.

3

opinion as to whether it would have an adverse health

4

effect on the people living and residing in the

5

community.

6

levels?

7

A.

You can explain that and then give your

What are the levels, the particulate

Well, anything even down to below 100 micrograms per

8

cubic meter can cause all of these things that I talked

9

about.

You start to get that type of response.

10

Benzene, the allowable level is 8.1.

11

Carolina allowable level and in two of the sites in

12

Salisbury the levels exceeded that.

13

level was 29, which is 3.6 times the acceptable level

14

by the North Carolina Department of Air Quality.

15

Southern States site was -- I can't recall exactly.

16

think it was 57.

17

bring this up is why is the Salisbury plant exceeding

18

the levels that they're required to stay under by the

19

North Carolina Department of Air Quality?

20

a CDC study to come in here and say, well, who's

21

minding the store?

22

two out of the six areas, benzene is elevated.

23

that bothers me very much because we have -- we have

24

been told that these asphalt plants are tightly

25

regulated by the state.

It was 7.1 times.

This is the North

In fact the APAC

The

And the reason I

Did it take

Particulate matter is elevated.
And

We can see here just in this
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one study which is the only study I believe that's

2

comparable to an asphalt plant of that same size and

3

regulation.

4

studied were exceeding the levels and what was the

5

state doing about it?

6

Q.

7

And see two of the chemicals that were

And are you aware that TRC in its report didn't even
study particulate matters 2.5 micrograms or less?

8

A.

I'm not specifically aware but I am now.

9

Q.

And those are the particles based on your training and

10

experience that you say have an extreme impact on

11

individuals living and residing in the area?

12

A.

Absolutely.

And I'll go further and say that there is

13

clear evidence in multiple studies and I reference

14

these -- I reference this, if you would like, but there

15

is not only with particulate matter, not only does it

16

cause all these things, because it's in direct

17

proportion to each increase in unit particulate matter

18

output.

19

particulate matter, there is a consequent increase in

20

disease such that the studies have shown that as

21

particulate matter goes up, deaths from all causes go

22

up, mortality rates, deaths from lung disease and

23

deaths from heart attacks go up and deaths from lung

24

cancer go up.

25

straight line graph; it's a one-on-one correlation, it

What I mean is, for every unit increase in

Those would be like a graph, it's a
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starts at zero, goes up.

2

there any safe level of particulate matter?

3

-- is there a threshold?

4

zero then somebody's going to get sick even below the

5

threshold.

6

because of our susceptible population who are close by.

7

Q.

And the question here is, is
Is there

If it goes all the way to

And this worries me very much, particularly

Do you have an opinion satisfactory to yourself and to

8

a medical degree of certainty as to whether the asphalt

9

plant will have an adverse effect on the health and

10

safety of individuals living and residing in the

11

community?

12

A.

Yes, I do.

13

Q.

And what is that opinion?

14

A.

That opinion is that if an asphalt plant is built in

15

this vicinity it will have a definite negative adverse

16

effect on the health and safety of the individuals who

17

are living nearby and who are working nearby.

18

MR. GULDEN:

Those would be my questions.

19

C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

20

Q.

21

BY MR. SNEED:

Dr. McGhee, have you ever personally conducted any
studies of air pollution?

22

A.

I have not, no, sir.

23

Q.

Have you ever published any peer reviewed papers on air

24
25

pollution?
A.

I have not.
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Q.

Have you ever contacted the Division of the

2

Environmental Quality, their science advisory board

3

complaining about the limits that they set for ambient

4

-- allowable ambient levels of various substances?

5

A.

I have not.

6

Q.

You realize that the -- would you have any evidence

7

that the ambient -- of the allowable ambient levels are

8

too high or should be lower?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

What?

11

A.

Well, let's take benzene.

All right.

Let's talk about

12

benzene, specifically, because of the question that you

13

asked.

14

the American Petroleum Institute, no less than American

15

Petroleum Institute in 1948.

16

this.

17

of benzene?

18

is there is no safe level of benzene.

19

level of benzene.

20

them, this is not just in 1948, it's corroborated in a

21

2010 study.

22

that 2010 study says there is no threshold.

23

set a threshold for benzene.

24

of all.

25

is no question about this, it's -- it's well-

Is there a safe level of benzene?

According to

1948, we go way back with

What is their statement on the allowable levels
Well, their conclusion after studying it

All right.

There is no safe

And this is not just

I have that reference if you want it.

And

You can't

This is the worse active

This causes acute myelogenous leukemia.
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documented.

Benzene, it's the worse leukemia you can

2

get.

3

death sentence basically.

4

transplants, we have lots of research in drugs, the

5

survival rate is 27 percent, five years.

6

survival rate that I want to risk.

And back when I was a medical student it's a
Now, we have bone marrow

That's not a

7

Q.

So benzene's ubiquitous, isn't it?

8

A.

Well, there are certain levels of benzene from things

9
10

like, you know, gasoline engines, yes.
Q.

11
12

It's everywhere.

And you get exposed to benzene when you fill your car
up with gas?

A.

I don't have any information about that.

I've seen --

13

I do not want to add to the level of benzene that is

14

already existing.

15

Q.

But you -- you've not contacted the state, their level

16

of .12 micrograms per cubic meter, you haven't

17

contacted the state --

18

A.

I have not contacted the state, no.

19

Q.

And do you know what the projected emissions from this

20
21

plant are?
A.

I do not know.

And my point is not that, my point is

22

that the study that you brought as, you know,

23

representative of the asphalt group, shows red flags.

24

It's not just that involved compounds were safe, again,

25

reduced, but there are multiple red flags in here and I
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could go on and on and discuss other issues like it in

2

that study.

3

probably eight or ten different red flags that are

4

very, very alarming for me as a physician living in

5

this community.

I've only discussed two of them, there are

6

Q.

But you've never contacted the state, just guessing?

7

A.

I have answered that three times, sir.

8

Q.

Well, you realize that the particulate matter projected

9

for this plant didn't even require an air permit, it

10
11

was so low?
A.

Yes.

12

MR. SNEED:

13

R E D I R E C T

14

Q.

That's all.

E X A M I N A T I O N

BY MR. GULDEN:

Mr. Sneed asked you some brief questions, do you think

15

the emissions of .0673 pounds -- that's .6073 probably

16

micrograms per cubic meter of air -- well, no, strike

17

that, it's .0673 pounds per hour of benzene is a safe

18

level?

19

A.

20
21

Do you think that's a safe level?

According to my research there is no safe level of
benzene, documented in multiple studies.

Q.

And I'm going to read to you from what the TRC report

22

says.

23

being emitted is a safe level?

24
25

A.

Do you think 1.62 pounds per day of benzene

You know, there are so many different ways to look at
benzene.

My, doing this just in my head, I can only
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give you one, and that's the 8.1 ounce per year of

2

benzene.

3

specifically.

4

Q.

5
6

What about 3.96 pounds per -- 39.6 pounds per year of
benzene?

A.

7
8

So I can't answer that question,

That would exceed the 8.1 levels that North Carolina
Department of Air Quality.

Q.

9

And you know the Applicant had to model benzene because
they were releasing a sufficient amount that under the

10

toxic permit emissions rate it would require to model

11

for benzene?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Do you have an opinion as to a medical degree of

14

certainty as to whether any increase in the amount of

15

benzene will adversely affect the health and safety of

16

people living and residing in the community?

17

A.

Yes, it's a direct one-on-one.

I think there's no safe

18

level and even if there is background activity, and we

19

know there is, we don't want to increase that level

20

more, particularly around these various susceptible

21

patients.

22

MR. GULDEN:

Those would be my questions.

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

24

board.

25

MR. RAMSEY:

You have a question from the

I want to be clear what you're
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saying.

2

nursing home up there, the old and the young.

3

You're saying that it would definitely have

4

an impact on these folks negatively?

5

saying it's for sure that it'll have a

6

negative impact?

7

THE WITNESS:

Our -- we have a daycare, we have a

You're

I can't -- I can't say anything with

8

absolute certainty.

What I am saying is that

9

the only study that we had that is comparable

10

to our area, which has been introduced and

11

discussed here shows red flags and those red

12

flags are, is this really a tightly regulated

13

plant?

14

shows that it took the CDC to come in here

15

and point out that there were elevated levels

16

of particulate matter and benzene.

17

The study shows it is not.

MR. RAMSEY:

The study

Is it dangerous for our children and

18

our elderly people in the nursing home and

19

daycare?

20

THE WITNESS:

Is it dangerous?
It's absolutely dangerous.

21

Particulate matter with benzene is absolutely

22

dangerous.

23

MR. RAMSEY:

And I think I asked this question of

24

one other person.

Would you put your mother

25

in the nursing home there or would you put
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2

your grandchild in that daycare?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

And I heard you ask that

3

question and I heard the Respondent just

4

immediately say oh yeah, put her in.

5

that really disturbed me very much because,

6

well, there's a lot of factors.

7

economic factors, you know, how much does it

8

cost to put them in another facility, say, in

9

Buncombe County or how much does it cost to

And

I mean,

10

drive back and forth?

11

inconvenience?

12

resources to not put my parents or

13

grandparents there.

14

have that option, they might be forced to put

15

their -- their loved ones there.

16

How much

So me, I'd probably have the

Other people might not

But me, absolutely not, because there's

17

too much risk, there's -- too much is

18

unknown.

19

me the most, and I really want to leave you

20

with this and anything else, is the residents

21

of Salisbury, I'm going -- I brought this

22

study to Salisbury because they were

23

concerned about problems around the plant.

24

And those problems were unexplained

25

gastroenterological problems.

And I think the thing that bothers
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concerned about respiratory problems.

2

were concerned about clusters of cancers,

3

cancers that were seen around the plant and

4

nowhere else.

5

high death rate and they were concerned about

6

a high suicide rate.

7

They

They were concerned about a

So the CDC comes in and does a study and

8

says, well, we have some levels that are

9

okay, some levels that are not, maybe we

10

should be careful about susceptible patients.

11

But did they answer the question?

12

answer the question as to why they were

13

brought in?

14

people had leukemia after the plant opened?

15

Did they look at see how many people had lung

16

cancer, COPD, asthma, bladder cancer, skin

17

cancer, kidney cancer, hearth disease,

18

stroke?

19

They didn't even do a survey.

20

surveys had been done in 2002 in the Macon

21

County plant, the survey showed that shortly

22

after the asphalt plant there opened 45

23

percent of the population surveyed said

24

they'd had adverse effects.

25

headache and high blood pressure.

Did they

Did they look and see how many

Did they look?
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some that struggled with shortness of breath.

2

Salisbury, they didn't even answer the

3

question.

And so I think the thing that

4

really bothers me the most is no

5

epidemiological studies, particularly none

6

have been done that answer these questions.

7

It's a big unknown.

8

done with children and disabled adults and

9

elderly right next to the plant, it's never

And particularly none

10

been done.

We don't know.

Why haven't been

11

done?

12

particulate matter alone, if you studied that

13

in epidemiology study was estimated to be $50

14

million a year just for particulate matter.

15

And how many years do you have to go, five,

16

ten, 15, 20 to know about the health impact?

17

That's just particulate matter.

18

budgeted $20 million a year.

19

$100 million now to do a study like that.

20

It'll probably never be done.

Probably too expensive.

21

MR. SNEED:

This is not evidence.

22

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

23

MR. SNEED:

Back in 2000

The EPA had

It's probably

I object.

That's speculation.

Quoting from a survey that's done is

24

hearsay.

If those people were here we could

25

talk to them.

So that study in Macon County
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is hearsay.

2

MR. GULDEN:

And I -- well --

3

R E C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N

4

Q.

5
6

So, Dr. McGhee, the asphalt plant in Salisbury is
different from this one, isn't it?

A.

7
8

BY MR. SNEED:

Yes, it's similar in ways and it's different in ways,
it's not exactly the same.

Q.

9

But it's an old technology, it's a batch plant, it's
open to the air and pumps that, pumps the asphalt down

10

in batches?

11

A.

Yes, there are difference, correct.

12

Q.

And there's a quarry that was there and a liquid

13

asphalt cement plant?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Very close to the homes, 100 feet away?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And after all that was done the CDC concluded it was

18

not a chronic or any in short-term health hazard except

19

that they needed to work on the dust?

20

A.

Well, there were many more conclusions than that.

And

21

I could go into them, if you like, but there were other

22

conclusions.

23

be a problem to susceptible people and the problem that

24

--

25

Q.

For instance, they said the odors could
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MR. GULDEN:

Well, I'll object.

If he would let

2

him finish his answer.

3

question and now he's interrupting him.

4

Q.

He asked him a

I'm going to ask if it didn't conclude that the odors

5

came from the asphalt cement company, not the asphalt

6

plant.

7

A.

They spoke of odors, in general, in sensitive people

8

and these odors cause symptoms of elevated heart rate,

9

of dizziness, of nausea, of increased sweating and

10

anxiety and I've treated patients with these symptoms.

11

And I know that the asphalt group says well, you might

12

smell something bad but it's not going to be hazardous

13

to your health.

14

who suffer from dizziness, who suffer from anxiety, who

15

suffer from rapid heart rate, chronic nauseated.

16

That's not adversely affecting their health?

17

just talking about odors alone.

18

out -- else out of the equation just the odors alone

19

cause these symptoms.

20

Q.

21
22

I would like for you tell my patients

And we're

If you take everything

Let me show you the CDC study and ask you to read this
paragraph right here at the bottom of page 5.

A.

All right.

During the study of Salisbury -- sorry,

23

(reading) During the study the city of Salisbury

24

documented 38 citizen complaints.

25

Q.

No, I asked you to read the last paragraph under Odors.
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A.

That is the last paragraph under Odors.

2

Q.

Sorry, go ahead.

3

A.

(Reading) During the study the city of Salisbury

Thank you.

4

documented 38 citizen complaints.

Most of the

5

complaints occurred when only associated with operating

6

-- most of the complaints.

7

results, hydrogen sulfide source, Mission Data

8

Dispersion Modeling -- hydrogen sulfide, ambient

9

monitoring data, process data, wind direction data and

Collectively the body of

10

odor complaints point to the liquid asphalt terminal

11

the primary -- as the primary contributor largely

12

responsible for the odor complaints and the odor

13

problems in (inaudible).

14

Q.

Thank you.

15

MR. SNEED:

16

MR. GULDEN:

17

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

18

THE WITNESS:

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

20

BOARD MEMBERS:

21

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

22
23

I think that's all I have.
That would be all that I have.
Thank you.

Thank you.
Any questions from the board?
(Shaking heads side to side)
Thank you.

It's 9:30, do we

have -- additionally how many -MR. GULDEN:

I can call at least one more but I

24

don't know how long it would take.

25

(WHEREUPON, there was an off-the-record
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discussion)

2

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

What we'll do is we're

3

going to pick a date for the next meeting

4

then let the folks here in the room that want

5

to go ahead and leave that are specifically

6

here for this hearing, then we will move

7

forward to make our deliberation on the solar

8

farm.

9

forward and schedule a date.

So if the two parties will come

10

(WHEREUPON, this proceeding on May 8, 2019, was

11

concluded at 9:39 P.M.; to be continued on

12

May 15, 2019)

13

* * * * * * * * * *

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Application by Madison Asphalt, LLC for a Conditional Use Permit - Vol. IV
Zoning Application Before the
May 8, 2019
Madison County Board of Adjustments
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